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Foriner NAACP head
celebrates King's day
by keeping the dream
by Becky Mulligan
E!!1f writer

MIKE HEFFNERip htllotdiror

Sophomore computer science metor Keith Wright and friends spent five to six hour• a night since
Saturday building a golden calf to protest recent restructuring decisions. The calf was removed by
melnt~ workera .t 8:20a.m. Wednesday, 20 minutes after being placed at Wilson Hall.

Physics majors react to the loss of their program, as
liberal studies plans to offer the science with others
by Becky Smith
starjjwriter

, 1•
I I

Some JMU physics maJors respond to the
announcement made Friday that their maJor will be
terminated, but physacs as a science will still be
ancorponued anto the liberal stud1es program.
The phys1es deportment received it's termination
notice Friday after an announcement by Dr. Bethany
Oberst, JMU vice president for academic affairs.
In a highly controversial move, Oberst said the
physics major. part of the physics department under the
College of Letters and Sc1ences, would no longer exist
on the JMU campus after current majors graduate.
As a result of this action, O&erst also said that
physics faculty members would receive a leuer from
the administration expressing il!i intent to terminate
their current positions effective August 1996.
Effective immediately, students will not be able to
declare the physics major, Oberst said.
"Declared majors can go ahead and complete their
degree requ1rtmcnts for graduation,'' Oberst said.
The decision was made because the physics major is
a relatsvely small part of the scsence department, Oberst
said.
Since only the phys1cs majors graduate for every 90
biology m8Jors, the phys1cs major made more sense to
sacrifice, Oberst said
Many physics students are not laking the news of
this sacrifice well . Graduate student Debbie fuller. 0
member of the Student Adv1sory Committee for
Physlcs. said she th1nks the decision by the
administrallon was not well-presented and many people
are upset because of it.
"It's extremely detnmenlal to Lbe university to take
away a core science," Fuller said.
She added that phys1cs majors are not the only ones
affected by the dec1sion. "This hits phys1cs majors the
hardest. but everyone wall be affected," Fuller said.
"To have graduated from a university that eliminated
91J«Htf its,oorq .aC\~e~<tC\CH91.190l! aQQd."

Senior physics major David Bailey said he thinks the
way the dec1sion was made as the hardest part of the
situation.
"We understand that budget cuts needed to be made,
but it was the way the decision was made. without
consultation with any professors or students, that is
\\rong,'' Bailey said
Bailey and other students ore planning to be on the
commons today to pass out nyers and try to inform
students as to the changes being made, Bailey said.
"A lot of people aren't aware of what's going on,''
he said.
Junior Darren Ellis. a physics major and president of
the Society of Physics Students, said he thinks the
decision js "appalling" and that the future of the
university is at stake w1th the decision.
''The credibility of the university decreases with this.
and good professors may be swayed to leave with
things like this happening," Ellis said.
Oberst said other students who have taken physics
classes and were considering declaring a physics major
or minor need to meet with Dr. Teresa Gon2.alez.
assocsnte vice president for academic advising. and talk
about their options.
"Depending on where they ore in their major,
students may be able to talk to Dr. Gonzalez. to help
them decide whatthe1r options are," Oberst said.
Physics will not entirely disappear from the JMU
campus though. Oberst said.
Although in 1ts early stages. there is a pilot program
running under the direction of William Ingham, a
physics professor, and Thomas Devore. a chemestry
professor.
The program incorporates d1fferent sc1ences snto a
general science class that may become a permanent part
of the science liberal studJes requirement.
The classes, Univcrs1ty Math and Sciences 100 and
101, are general mnth and sceence classes that offer a
broader spectrum of the different aspects of all sciences
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In Apnl of 1968. Martin Luther
King Jr.'s assassm thought he put an
end to K1ng's dream. but Dr
BenJamin Cha' IS expressed 1n
Wilson Hall on Monday night that
King's dream is still ahve.
"I belle\ e that the dream IS still
alive," the former head of the
National Assoc1at1on for the
Advancement of Colored People,
sa1d, "1n the spsnt and abilst) to
challenge, to work hard. to stand up
for your rights."
Chav1s spoke to more than 700
students, Harrisonburg residents,
faculty and staff commemorating the
birthday of Martin Luther King Jr.
''I had an opportunity m my short
life to have worked With Dr. King,''
Chavis said, referring to his service
as youth coordinator for the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference in
his home state of North Carolina.
" We must use these national
holiday celebrations for Dr. K1ng to
rededicate ourselves to what he lived
and died for."
Chavis served as executive
director and chief executive officer
for the NAACP from Aprsl 1993
until September 1994, the youngest
person ever to hold thiS pos1110n at
the age of 45.
ChaviS was d1sm1ssed for
"f1 nancial
m1smanagement."
according to the Aug. 29. 1994. issue
of Time maga1.ine.
He is current ly serving as the
national chairman of the National

Afrscan American Leadership
Summit. Its goal is to prumotc un11~
among African leader\ and
organszations. he said.
"The dream "asn't JUSt for black
people. it was for all people. all
children of God .'' Chov1~ ~n1d.
emphasizing inclusion and unity
Cha\' IS challenged JMLI to
1ncrease minority enrollment.
poinung out that there 1S much to be

"The dream
wasn't just for
black people ... "
Benjamin Chavis
former director of NAACP

learned through diversity.
Senior Alicea N. Goode said. "I
think the administrators need to pay
auention to that because minority
enrollment is really decreas1ng.
Maybe through re1mplementation of
some programs. sucb as Black
Freshman Weekend, the problem
could be alleviated ··
In 1991 -92, there wert 997 black
students at JM U. according to the
1993 S tatistical Srunmarv. There
were 9J6 in 1992-93 and 843 dunng
the 1993-94 school }ear. accorJsng to
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Politics not high priority
for some college freshmen
by Joelle Bartoe
_____s_t_,aff.writer
College freshmen today are less
interested in politics than C\ cr before,
accordsng to a survey released by the
Higher Education Research lnsutute
at the University of Cahfomia.
Freshman Barbara Crowder. an
integrated science and technology
maJOr, srud she is not surpnsed that
freshmen nrc not as Interested In
politics 05 they ha'e been 10 the past.
The radical changes sn lifestyle
which freshmen undergo. the stress
of knowing that the world IS
becoming more and more
compeuu ve, as well as negative
presentation of politics by the media.
is enough to turn any 1994·95
freshmen away from keeping up·to·
date with polilical affairs. she, said.
.. J\c:c6r(fing to the survey results

printed in an Associated Prc.-;s art1cle
in the Richmond Times-DiJpntch on
Jan. 9. 31.9 percent of the fall I~
freshmen who responded said that
"keeping up with political affasrs" is
emportantto their lives.
This is the lowest percee11agc of
the sur\'ey's 29 }ears of eJtlstcncc. In
1990. 42.4 percent said 11 \\ao;
important, and in 1966• .57.8 percent
said it was important.
The number of freshmen \\ ho
stated that they frequent!) thscuss
pohucs reached it's lowe t posnt th1s
year at 16 percent. In 1993. the
percent of those who often d1~ussed
politics was 18.8 percent. and 111
1992. the results were 24.6 percent.
The survey consisted of 333,703
students at 670 colleges and
univers111es nationwide.
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and math, according to Devore.
The classes, wh1ch began last
semester wnh UMSC 100. are "going
well" accordmg to Devore and are
planned to contmue through at least
next fall.
This semester there are two
sections of UMSC 100 and UMSC
101. Students presently takmg the
classes may use them to count for
their liberal studies moth nnd science
requirements, Devore said.
Oberst said the UMSC classes
taught by Ingham and Devore may
take the place of some other liberal
studies science c luses, although
plans an: still 1n the early stages.
"The whole general science area
of liberal stud1es is being redesigned
ritzht now, so we will have different
classes that will more generally cover
the 1mportnnt aspects o( each sc1cnce
that liberal studies students need.''
Oberst srud.
Incorporated within the new
classes w1ll probably be aspecLS of
physics, Oberst sa1d.
"Physics 1s not going to disappear
from the campus," Oberst said.
"Ne1ther are phys1cists. Many of the
important aspects of the science may
be incorpOrated into other areas."
Astronomy, one physics class that
fall s under an option for the liberal
stud1cs science requirement, may or
may not s urvive on campus,
according to Oberst.
The professors who are meeting to
discuss the new general science

classes will determine the fate or
astronomy 10 the liberal stud1es
general sciences, Oberst 5ald.
One person who Oberst said
would be Instrumental 10 deciding
astronomy's fate is Douglas Brown,
associate vice president for academic
,affairs.

Brown could not be reached for
comment.
The fate of the JMU planetanum
is also being looked 1nto, Oberst said.
The popularity among the ~tudents
and the Harrisonburg community will
be taken into cons1derat1on in the
decision, she said.
"I understand that the community
has quite an affection for the
planetarium, so we will look Into
that," Oberst said
Dr. Richard Whitman, the new
provost for the as yet unnamed
merger between a former half or the
College of Letters and Sc1ences and
the College of Communication and
the Arts, saed the merger is go1ng
well, and he and h1s staff are worting
qwckJy to expedite the changes.
"We arc making progress and
moving qu1ckly to make the
changes," he said.
Whitman said he is currently
interviewing each professor in tbe
new merged college for input,
including help in deciding on a name
for the new college.
Hopefully the new college will be
named by the end of the semester,
Whitman said, but it will definitely
be decided by the fall .

the summary.
Chavit also lt(eSsed the importance
of Afhcan-American studies at
universities because " pnde IS
1!Ylpo1Un«. Not a pride that says I'm
more important than someone else,
but one that says I'm not less than
anyone else," he said.
The
audience
responded
cnthu$iastically ~o Cllavis' statement.
"The best way to celebrate black
history 1s to make hls~ory."
Chavi s is planning on malting
history himself by helping Louis
Farrakahn ond other black leaders
coordinate and orgahi'ze a "Match ln
Washington."

Tlus March in Wub.inaton for one
million black males is ICheduled for
Oct. 9. It is intended to be a "selfaffirmation demonstration" speaking
out aaainst stereotypes. violence in
the community, drug use and is "just
an opportumty to say that we aren't
going to take it anymore," acc:ordJng
to Chavis.
According to scn1or Cheron
Porter, co-chair of the MLK
Committee, Farrakahn asked the
women to stay at home because it
would allow greater unity and
bonding among the men.
"I hope that 1995 will be the year
that we can finally say. especially
with one million brothers marching
m Washington. 'Free at last! Free at
last! Thank God alm1ghty, we are
free at lost!"' Chav1s sa1d
Cha' is' speech was the first ume
that several JMU students sa1d the)
had heard about the "March in
Washington."
Senior
Thomas
"House"
Houchens sa1d, "An)thin! that's
going to bring black men together 10
unity - then I'm down for the cause
. . . I'll defillitely be there Oct 9."
Senior D. Todd Myrick, co-chair
of the MLK Committee. said he. as
presideM of the JMU chapter of the
NAACP and a member of BOND. is
planmng on getting these groups on
campus involved. BOND is a support
group for black men.
Monday's speech was also the
first time Myrick had heard of the
march.

Porter said that despite the fact
that Famkabn asked women to stay
home for this event, "I will be there."
Some student& ~nd faculty
members said they found the speech
to be challenging, appropriate and
necessary.
Sophomore Alvin Williamson
said, "I was happy to see that though
Dr. Benjamin Chavis has been 10 the
papers as a bad man for spending
money from the NAACP, that
through all that, he still held his head
up high and delivered a motivational
and moving speech."
English Professor Joanne Gabbin
said, " It was a sober message. but I
think it was needed."
Graduate student Stacy Edwards,
who helped coordinate Monday
n1ght's celebration, said. "I th1nk
(Chav1s'( message was Vtl) down to
earth, and he spoke aboot issues that
were rele\'anl 10 the students at JMU
... He challen!ed our minds. and 1t
is our n:sponsibilit) as students to
face that challenge."
Locat res1dents adminntrallon,
faculty, staff and studenLS lit candle~
10 ITfemory o( King.
Also at the event, Celeste Thomas
from the Counseling and Student
Devdopment Center and Barbara
Blakey! a Hatrisonburg resident who
teaches businen iaw and
keyboarding at Harrisonburg High
School, were awarded the Martin
Luthelr King Jr. Communny Service
Award by Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity.
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who are interested in politics can be attributed

Crowder said she is not as up-to-date with
political affairs because of lack of time and a
need to adjust to the life o( a college student
"I feel so isolated here, and I don't have the
time 10 sit down and watch the news," she said.
Many other JMU freshmen are in the same
situation she is, Crowder said. There are so
many other things to worry about during your
first year of college, she said.
''first semester was panicularty hard for me
because I'd never been away from home. I had
to worry about managing money, and there
were a lot of other thmgs to adjust to," she said.
In addition to lime management problems,
Crowder said keeping up with politlcal affairs
can be somewhat discouraging when relying on
the media to keep her informed.
Kimberly Harvey, a freshman chemistry and
premed major, said the media has presented an
unattractive view of the world of politics.
"The mcdia.just exploits everything, so you
can never count on them nowadays," she said.
Harvey a lso thinks that freshmen are
becoming more and more concerned about
their futures and therefore less concerned aboUt
the current· state of politics. "I am definitely
concerned with my future more tban anything
else at this point in my life," she said.
Dr. Anthony Eksterowicz, associate
professor of political science at JMU, said be
thinks the low percentage of college freshmen
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to four basic reasons.

First and foremost , Eksterowicz said he
believes that freshmen these days are deeply
concerned with their futures 10 a job market
which is getting more and more competitive.
"I think there IS idealism out there, but I
think it takes a backseat to concern about jobs
and job security," he 5ald.
Second, Ekstcrowicz said he th1nlcs that
young people are rece1ving a constant message
that government doesn't work.
" Politics and being concerned about issues
ultimately implies some sort of government.
What we've had in the past 20 years is people
pounding in the fa.ct that government doesn't
work," he said.
Eksterowicz's third auempt to explain the
lack of political interest is the poor image of
politics that has been presented to the public by
the media. The media has presented a very
cynical view of the world of politics, he said.
Freshman Joshua Nathanson. an art major,
said he is concerned with the media's
interpretation of politics but that he also
understands the reason for it. "!The newst1s
usually negative, but it's understandable' that
the negative is more sensationalized because
it's hard to make something good 1nto an
interesting story,'' he said.
Eksterowicz's fourth reason for political
disinterest is a result of the educational systems

of the United States. He said schools have not
supported the fact that courses in political
science are vital to a complete education.
Or. Kay Knickrehm, head of the political
science department. said the nation, as a whole,
has not stressed politics as an important aspect
of the educational system.
She said she baa seen a declining interest in
political science courses at JMU as well.
"It seems 10 me that there is less interest in
some of our students. It seems that non
(political science! majors are signing up for
I political .science[ courses only out of
convenience," Knickrehm said.
Despite this apparent trend. Knickrehm said
she thinks students at JMU are more aware of
political affairs than other college students in
the country. She said she thinks this is because
of the large number o( students who are from
Richmond and the D.C. area, which are areas
that are immersed in politics.
Troy Adams, a freshman political science
major, said he agrees that students here are
more interested in politics because many of
them are from Richmond and D.C.
He thinks he thinks the survey 1sn't
necessarily accurate for th1s school because "I
keep up with it a lot. and I thmk as a whole the
freshman class does well with keeping up with
the news," he said.
Knickrehm said the trend for freshmen to be
less interested in politics than previous

freshmen will continue to spiral downward.
"It will go bade. up at some point. but I think
we're looking at several years before it turns,
around,.. she said.
Freshman Edwin Gotico, a biology major,
said he thinks intcre$t in politics is declinina at
all ages and not j ust the freshmen. College
students as a whole are more streased out about
their career futures than students have been in
the past. and as a result, a decline in political
mterest can be expected, he said.
Freshman Andrea Smith. acc:ounting major.
said that though it is speculated that job streSS
is one of the reasons for disinterest in political
affairs, it can also be one of the solutions.
"In order for us to have a strong possibility
of getting a job in the future, we have to have a
strong administration and government," she
said.
Senior Brian Cochran, a political science
major, said he t hinks his class is pretty
involved in politics because he was a
sophomore in '92, which was an election year,
but he also understnnds why current freshmen
may be less interested in politics.
"I think that maybe all the feelings of not
being interested in politics is a result of
negativity from pre\'iOUS years," he said.
However, Cochran said he feels that current
attempts to clean up Congress and therefore
improve the image of politics will result in an
mcreased interest in politics in the future.
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Campus elects new secretary
by Cyady Liedtke

runoff. si nee there we res three
candidates. 'They all campaigned
very well and very hard,
The Student Government considering the time they had ."
Association held 1U meeting Satz said.
1\Jesday with new Secretary Crista
Hill said she was a little
Estes taking the manutes.
surprised the candidate with no
Estes, a junior psychology senate experience had won the
major, beat out two other
position, but that
candidates earlier in the day in a
Estes would do a
special election to replace fonner ·
good job. " We're
secretary Annmarie Lemnios. who
all behind her,"
resigned last month for health
she said.
problems.
Sheeran said
" I was extremely surprised I
she was pleased
won. I was very shocked,'' she said
with how the
Thesday night. She said with three
election turned
candidates, they expected there to
~-=--=---' out. She said her
be a runoff because a candidate
decision to run
must rece1ve more than 50 percent was made at the last minute, "I like
of the vote to win.
Crista," she said. "I'm happy for
Estes won with 54 percent of the her."
vote, or 235 of the 434 ballots casl
Estes said her immediate plans
Laurel Hill, a sophomore biology for her new job are to get to know
major, received 33 percent with 144 everyone in the senate and figure
votes . The third candidate, out what format she is going to use
sophomore political science major to write up the minutes. She said
Kelly Sheeran, received 13 percent she will also work on making sure
or the voce with 55 votes.
the minutes are on the VAX
Greg Satz. SOA eJections chair, because it was part of her platform.
said voter turnout for the election
She will alJo work on a monthly
was whlllhe SGA had expected. if newsletter, another part of her
not a little more. "It was 3 percent
platform. She said she wiiJ begin
of the student body, which for a work on the newslener at the end of
special election isn't bed,'' he said. the month.
"It's wbat most schools average for
"I'm excited, but I' m also
a regular election."
nervous because the senate has
It was also a surprise to him that been together aJI year," Estes said.
the election did not require a '1t wiII be great."

news editor

SGA,·UCO plan to merge ·
by Stacey Danzuso
SGA reporter
Restructuring spread to student
government when the Student
Government Association voted to
make the Universi ty Class
Organization part of the SGA at
Tuesday night's meehng In the
Warren Hall Highlands Room.
Senator Ron Rose (Shons Hall)
presented a motion to "assume the
duties of UCO" and unite both
organizations.
David
sophomore
class
president, said it has
been "inefficient to
two
have
organizations with
similar goals. We
want to make
things
more
accessible
to
students and create a
voice for the whole
class. Our focus will be
on external affairs. not
internal ones."
He presented a tentative structure
for a new combined organization.
The plans include the complete
dissolution of the UCO and the class
government executive board that
presides over all classes.
A director of clus government
(DOC) position will be created and
will "assume this role as an executive
member of the SGA,'' Baker said.

Community service aspect
added to fraternity rush
by Zenl Colorado
staff writer
Those planning to rush a fraternity this
semester should be prepared for a change in the
usual rush schedule.
Spring rush will have a more personal
format, including a new community service
requirement for all fraternities, according to
Interfraternity Council Rush Chairman Mike
Kosmides.
IFC unanimously voted on the decision for
the format change and community service
requiremem at the end of fall semester, he said.
Rush will begin Jan. 23.
On Jan. 28, all 14 IFC-sponsored
fraternities will be participating in community
service programs, he said.
Recently, accocding to Kosrnides. there has
been about a S to I 0 percent decrease in the
auendance at some fraternity organizational
meetings.
Some of the guys don't s how up for
meetings anymore, he said. Some fraternity
members only show up for the parties on
Friday and Saturday nights.
"It's not fair to everyone else who
contributes and does everything they are
supposed to in a fraternity as far ,as service,
scholarship and leadership is concerned,"
Kosmides added.
" I think that one of the reasons this happens
is beeeuse when we bring rushees in, we bring
them in through a social environment," he said.
The service project, Kosmides said. will
give rushees a preview of what they are in for.
let them see a side of the fraternity members
that they are not going to see at social·related
events and most imponanlly. give something
back to the community.
Last year the fratern111es put in more than
5.000 hours of community service, according
to Kosmides.
"It's not fair to other guys in the

organization when there are other guys who
don't contribute," Kosmides said.
"T think this is one way to get these guys
contributing and show rushees from day one
that we're about more than Friday and
Saturday nights."
IFC President Mason Reed said, "We' re
hoping to let [rushees) see another part of the
fraternity."
The fraternities get such a short period of
time with the rushees, that addi ng the
community service to the rush process allows
them to see a different aspect of the fraternity,
he said.
Kristin Radcliffe, director of Greek life and
orientation, said s he supports the idea of
getting rushees involved in a community
service.
She said rush is a time for rushees to Jearn
about the fraternity and its activities they
panicipate in, and community service is a piece
of that
"I'm real excited about it. I hope it works
out," Radcliffe said.
Junior Timothy Biggins. a member of Pi
Kappa Phi, satd. ''With the changing people
coming to JMU. people are looking for more
than just a party.
"I think this is a way of showing evei-yone
that we are more than thaL"
There was some speculation whether
rushees would want to wake up on a Saturday
morning to do community service. he said.
" I think I speak for all the organizations.
that if the guy Is not willing to give a lillie time
to do something for others, then we don't want
them in our organization," Kosmides said.
Some community events planned include
Sigma Pi Epsilon's food drive for Mercy
House, Alpha Cht Rho's Adopt-a-School
program and Stgma Alpha Ep~tlon·., Adopt-a·
Dog Day.
COMMUNITY page 9

The OCO will be on a trial basis
for the first year and will be
nominated by SOA executive
numbers . If things go well. the
posit1on will be elected by the
student body as a member of the
SGA Executive Council, Baker said.
Each class will sti ll have an
adviser as well as a class president.
class
president
wi II
The
automatically become a member of
the SGA artd have all of the rights
and powers that a senator at-large
has , Baker said. The
presidents will vote in the
senate on beha lf of
their classes.
Class councils
will replace class
committees, but
they will not be
elected
bodies.
Class officers and
any member of the
class who wants to
participate will be part
of the class councils.
according to Baker.
"Class councils will increase
swdent involvement and make class
governments more efficient and
effective.," he said.
The senate passed the bill to
combine both organizations and will
proceed to integrate it into SGA,
after debating whether or not to table
tbe issue. Although the bill was
passed, there are minor details which
will be worked out before a final

am
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Marching proud
About 125 people participate In the annual Unity March Monday afternoon
commemorating the birthday of Or. Martin Luther King Jr. The march, which
began at the Music Building, ended with a 'Speak-out' on the commons.
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st.nJcture is finished.
According to SGA President Jen
Mabe, .. An ad hoc committee is
being created so member~ of SGA
and UCO can work together on the
constitutional and financial 1ssues."
Lauren
Webb,
lobbying
coordinator, said she favors the idea
because it will "bring a social aspect
into SGA." Webb said she believes
this will help the SGA concentrate
less on 1nternal affairs and more on
outs1de ones.
Mabe satd, " I think puuing the
two governments together makes
sense and will be more efficient."
Gavrielle Josel, executive
president of UCO, said she believes
that ''passing these proposals will be
a positive change for the student
body. This will combine the strengths
of both organizations."
The executive boards of both the
SGA and UCO have been discussing
this plan since the end of the fall
semester. according to Josel.
Prior to Tuesday's meeting. UCO
unanimously voted to dissolve itself,
she said.
Also at the meeting:
• The internal affairs committee
presented a bi II to request
membership to the Virginia Student
Coalition. The VSC is a lobbying
organization that has been looking
for JMU's SGA to join. aocording to
Commuter Sen. Matt Rinaldi.
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GRAND OPENING

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY!

3 Drawings for 100 minutes of FREE tanning

A PERFECT TAN

New
1995

Beds!!

HI-TECH TANNING SALON
35 South Gate Court
Harrisonburg. VA 22601

New
1995

Beds!!

434-9934

Saturday, January 28

9:00a.m. -4:00p.m.
First visit only $1.00
IN CASE OF BAD WEATHER POSTPONED UNTIL FEB. 4.

Have your
customers
left you in
the dark?

JMB~iving

Find the light I
Check out Breeze
Advertising
For rate information call
Jonathan Rhudy at
568-6127

FEBRUARY
INVOICES MAILED TO
VIA CAMPUS
MARCH 17, 1995
$150 DEPOSIT DUE TO UNIVERSITY
LAST DAY TO CANCEL
'95-96 RESIDENT CONTRACT
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New resources center focuses on family, aging
by Karen McLaughlin
senior wrirer
RecogniZing the current trends in
society. JMU is developing a Family
Resources Center to focus on family
and related aging •s~ue!..
"What we arc try1ng 1\ to be
consistent with t he changes and
trend in social policy. We ccnamly
have heard a lot of talk in the
political :1rena about family values,"
Dr. Cecil Brad field, professor of
sociol ogy and coordinator of the
Family Resources Center. said.
" We are appreciating that so many
of the issues in society arc rclmetl to
family," he said.
Issue!> related to ng•ng nrc one
focus or the center which Brndlleld
began to develop in July. The center,
located in the department of social
work. evolved from the J M U
Gerontology Center, which ex1sted
along with minors in gerontology and
fnm1ly issues. These three programs
functioned separately.
" What we are trying to do with
the Family Resources Center is to put
these [programs) under one
umbrella,'' Bradfield said.
Society is recognizing that current
problems such as crime and wel fare
are rel ated to the f amil y. he said.
" Fami ly is the key.''

Rc<.ource ~.:m~·r :;r.uluate a~s•stant
Marlene Kcn nc} abo said she
bdiC\'e:; th,\1 IJmll} life IS very
importunt. She feels that the center
focuse~ on bringing out the reahty of
e\'Cr)'Onc's e>.IMencc,l!hC saad
The focu~ on the importance of
famll> ha~ also been recognized
nntionalh .
The nation:al school amprovcment
program hn!' set Educat•onnl Goals
2000 that includes connecting parents
and families ro schools. By the year
2000. the program hope~ a family
resources center w1ll be located in
each state.
Currently. the JM U Family
Resources Center i~ supporting the
goal of more family mtcgr.ation.
Since only o minority of parents
are invol ved in publ i c schools,
Bradfield is currently meeting with
local PTAs and PTOs. and the center
is also organizi ng a workshop
concentr ating on how parent
organizations can ancrease fam1ly
input in schools.
Just as children and school issues
play import ant roles in families.
Bradfield said aging issues are also
significam for families. While I I to
I 2 percent of the population i s
currently made up of person:. over
the age of 65, this age group will
g row to 2 1 percent b y the 1i me

colh.:ge . tudentl> reJch tha!> age.
The center is coordmating ''Let's
Celebrate Agang,'' a day 1n May
designed to recogniLe the aging
population.
Work1ng along with community
long-term cure faciliucs. retirement
co mmunities and a local aging
services program. Bradfield said the
day gives older persons the chance to
lead progr ams celebrating the
opportunities ussociatcd with
retirement and aging.
"The basic purpose is to celebrate
the potential of aging, not just the
disabilities:· he said.
On the regional level, the center
will abo sponsor the first Elderhostel
at JM U. u national cont inuing
education program for persons 60
years or older.
Courses on
the creative
movement , southern literature and
the Cavil W ar in the Shenandoah
Valley will be offered.
The participants will stay in
Wampler H all during this one-week
sc!>sion.
B radfiel d expects the program.
scheduled for a week in M ay. to
attract people from as far south as
Georgia. as non h as M aine and as
west as lll inoa~ and Ohio.
He said he also believes that a
gr owing number i n the elderly

popu Iat •on "•II choose to II ve at
home InStead Of 10 lnStiiUIIOn~. ~mce
finance~ ilnd the comforts of home
are Important !acto~.
Senior Sonya Sterbent, who ·~
completing the hr~t honors the~•s m
gerontology at JMU. I!> mvolved ~llh
monthly program!> offered to eldc:rly
who Jive m an apartment comple\ m
Staunton.
" I ro!ally enJOY being w1th them.''
said Sterhent, who al~o hopes that
the center will enable more Mudents
to work with the elderly.
" I thinl.. it is important that people
be more educated about them ...
Stcrbcn1 said.
Under the department of social
worl.. ;md the center. gerontology and
fa mil y is~ues c las!>es wi ll g i ve
students this opportunity. Students
minoring in geront ology. for
example, complete the program wath
a field experience that is
accompanied b) 'emmar;.
Student!. will al!.o have the
opportumty to learn about field work
and career:. 1n gerontology and
family 1ssues through visats I rom
professiOnal!..
Later in the semester. the Family
Resources Center and Vis 1ting
Scholars Committee w•ll co-sponsor
the visit o f Dr. Dena Shenk,
professor of anthropology and

coord•nntor of the gerontolog)
program at the Universlly of North
Carolina Charloue. ~ho has ~orl..ed
10 the area of special i~sues faced hy
elderly women.
She will speak on the subject of
" I nformal and Formal Support
Systems in the Li ves of Older
Women·· on M arch 27
Students planning to enter field~
co,enng issue~ similar to these look
forward to becom1ng active l y
involved '"~ociety .
Junior K :ua Ker. a social work
major concentrating in fomily i~sucs,
~a•d providmg service to the elderly
and bringing more anention to thl!ir
problems is very unportant. " It 's
going to be such an up-und-com1ng
field."
She would l ike to :.ce "the
treatment of elderly and the ~ttuu., ()f
lthel elderly progress."
Kenney said students w1ll hi: able
to work wi th the elderly and other
areas related to family with the center
as a framework.
"It's sort of like a center po1nt ...
she said.
Bradfield sa1d. "We're \Cf} mu~h
in a development al stage "llh the:
Fam•ly Resources Center. We don't
ha\C a cen ter. We have an office. and
it's a concept. We think it has a lot ol
potential."

JMU honor society, athletes Meters at Godwin,
team up for local program PC Dukes provide
short-term parking
Rick Thompson
by
conrribwing wrirer

The JMU chapter of the Golden
Key National Honor Socaety and the
JMU ath leti c department have
teamed up to g1ve awareness
presentations at local schools as pan
of Golden Key 's Best of America
program
" The Best of America is Golden
Key's national alcohol and drug
abuse prevention progrnm directed at
school-aged you t h in the United
States," according to a pamphlet
published by Golden Key Nat1onal
Honor Society.
A t JMU . however. the program
goes beyond that to •nc lude
leadership issues and programs tha t
cmphnl>ize po~i t ivc lifes tyle~>.
according to Amelia Armendari7,
assistant committee hcud Clf the
progmm.
Senior K erry Smith. Best of
America commi 11ec head . ~aid this
program ex pan-;ion allows local
!>Chool officiab to work up u program
\\ hach they feel <,uits their student!>'
need~.

The program usually involves
three Golden Key Be t of Amenca
\ olunteers and two var~Hy athlete!>.
The team goes to local elementary
and middle schoob and ma l..es a
presentat ion ba!.cd on the needs of
the group, Sm11h sa•d
Before the team goes into the
co mmunaty. though. ever yone
1nvolved goe~ through a trainin g
sess•on with Smith and Armendari7.
Smith ~aid .
The ses.,•on involves seei ng a
VIdeo and ~!O•ng O\Cr a train•ng
manual. both put out by the Golden
Key national headquarters.
''Ame lia <llld I go over what 10
expect hecau~c I the children I can a~k
<>ome real tough questiom." Smith

said. such as questions about her own
experiences with alcohol and drugs
as well as personal questions about a
child's home life.
But for the actual presentation.

names" could be created which
Smi th and Armendari7 can draw
from.
Jennifer Jordan. a junior on the
JM U archery team. got involved with
the prog~om last semester and \\O S
pan of a pre!>entation to orca tudem
leaders on commun11y service at a
local elementary school
"Kid~ really enjoy talking to
people c lo,er to their age" as
opposed to older adu lt ~. Jordan said.
Amlendanz s::ud she is nlso happy
with the posiuve re<;ult s.
''I' ve enJOyed going into t he
~c ho ols and c;ccing the kid s'
reactions," she said.
Smi th s:1id she gained the interest
of the loca l ~chools hy send•ng out
leuers and brochures und then
following up with interviews.
" It ·s bccnn lot of hard worl.. to get
the program o tT the ground." she
~aid .

Smnh s31d each person hus a lot ot
freedom in deciding h<l" it \\ill gu.
Smi th saad she invohed the
athletic department hy "pproach•ng
Don Lcmbh. JM U <llhletic d1rc~tnr.
who recommended that '>he mul..c a
presentation to the month!} C'.lpt<Hn'
Council.
According to Lem1sh . the
Captains Council '' u group ot
repre sentatives from each var~ 11 y
athletic team \\hich meets w11h h•m
once a month to di cuss is:.ue' \\ h1ch
relate to athletics and the 'tudcnt'
involved.
The captain'> then approached
their teams with the idea nnd a~l..ed
for volunteers.
They then provided Smiah wath a
lil>t of who was interested . Smi th

)Did.
"We have more athletes than we
could ever need." Smith smd.
Bccau!.e of this. a ''ban i.. or

T he progr~•m wa, l.lUncheu hy la~t
year· ... Be~t or America cummlltec
head. Kate Ouellelle. Smith 'aiJ
The program w:h begun a~ part of
t1n cl fon to get Golden Key mcmher),
more ,n,ohcd \\ith conununll)
\C:n icc. Smuh \:lid.
Alter Ouellette graduated •n
!>pnng. Smith. who \\a!> •n-.ohed
trom the hcg•nmng. took the position
ot commi ttee head, :.he ~aid.
"This IS the lirst year wc' 'e rcall)
managed to do 11.'' Smuh \aiJ.
:-low that the program '" running.
Smath s:ud. she hopes to "l!C 11 grow.
The group!> did three prc~cntation~
la\t ~emc,tcr. and Smath aad she
hope' to huve !>even or c1ght
throughout FchruM). '1 arch and
Apnl
" I' ve really enjoyeu going into the
schoo l ~ und ~ee1ng the 1-•ds'
reactions:· Armcndari1 \aid.
" I hope u l ot of it stay~ '~ith
1hem ... !>he ~aid.

by Greg Froom
senior u·rirer
Student~ may now pari.. 1n thc
Godwin Hall lot and E·lot near PC
Dukco; Without the dread or receiving
a parking ucl..et - Jt h!a'>t until the
meter runs out
I n December the JMU pnrk•ng
division •nstallcd I 0 parkmg meters
'" G- lot and c1ght meters •n E-lot.
parking mam•gcr II W. Lam '>ilid
T he meters were unveiled lor
!>tudent u~c at the hcgmning ol tim.
semester. In G-lot the meters allow
student' to pnrk J'nr 20 minute~
whcrea~ the meters in E-lot pmvide
15-minute parl..ing. he said.
Parkiug ut a mete• ~pace co,t:. :1
quarter in both lo~.:at ions. L am Mud.
Mel Mnhcr. dirccl()r nf the Center
for Ofr-C'umpu' I 1\ •ng. ~o:.ml the

meter'\ in E-lot were anstalled to
crea te short-term parking for student"
who patromLe PC Dul.e:..
The G-lor meters arc Intended to
prov1de tempor:lr y parJ..1Iig IM
'itudcnts conduc t1ng hus1nC!t'> at
Wurren llall. Mr Ch1ps. the h:1nl..
and the automatic teller m:ach•nc Jt
the hu~ <.top. :.he ~aid.
~l ahcr said the COCL prompted
the parl..1ng div•s•on to inst.tll the
meters m G-lot to prov•de shnrt-term
parkang 1n order t o sohe .1 hu ~o
traffic-flow prohlcm causell h )
!otudcnt vehicles blocl..mg the n•rh .11
the bus '>lOp at Godwm llall
Maher sene~ us ll h:.mun hct\\CCII
the COCL and the ll alll.,ltnhurg
Tronc;it authMity.
"We l..ne\\ there "a',, lll.'l'll to•
METERS page 11

M F:J.ISS

I'A I.I.ADI ~OI.\111/J ftllll/llglltflhn

Parking meters installed in the parking lot next to the bus stop at
Godwin Hall provide 20-minute parking for a quarter. When the
time expires, tickets can be distributed.
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n.. JMU Studellt Allllblll8don i1 .ek.int enerFtiC and

Petty Larceny

~

iRdivi.... wttls I wide ranp of Interests lO aive
md pertlciiJI* in ld.ivities as repraenlllives of
JMU. A)lplic8tiou wiD be available in lhe ambuSidor office,
Tiriof Hill, nn. 212. The lpplic:81ion deadline is Jan. Tl, l l 5
p.M. Aff¥ questions, Cllll the offlc:e 8l x6417.
~ IOUn

campus poke report the following:
Aauult end Battery

Welln•• peer educator positions
available for Interested stUdents

The Health Center is now ICcepting applications for their

Wdlneu Peer Educalion ~Students wouJd be Involved
in learning about hcalth·relatod issues and presenting their
propnl to Olber studerU.
Applications can be picked up at the Health Center or
Ooclwia Wellneu Center. Tbe deadline is Jan. 27. An
informllional meethll will be held in Warren Hall, Piedmont
Room. Feb. 2 ll S:30 p.m.

For IDOI'C information call Nancy or Laura at the Health

c.. 1161'77.
Omicron Delta Kappa wants
Initiate• who have leadei'8hlp skills
ne :JMU circle of' Omicron Delta Kappa NatJoaal Hoaor
Society i1 now acceptina applicatiou for lprinJ initiates.
ApjllkaJb must hawe leadenbip experience in one or mcwe
..... ~ aatlll 1110 lwve a 3.0 .....poiM averace and

60adl hours CUDJ*'ed
Applicatioas are now available at tbe Warren Hall
i~ desk and are due to Wine-Price Hall, rm. I 12 by

• A student was charged Judicially with assault and battery after
an altefcatlon outside the Sigma Nu fraternity house at 2:33 a.m.
Jan. 14.
The fight reportedly occurred after an underage student was
denied alcohol service at !he Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house.
Another student, who was not Involved In the fight, reportedly
departed Sigma Nu at lhe same time. The unidentilled Individual
aleQedly was struck and tell agailst a brick wal.
The atudenlsulfered iljuries ~ the bont and back of lhe head,
nedt and rb.
The student reportedly was transported to Rockingham
Meroorlal Hospilal by reswe squad !Of' lre*lent.
• Two \llidellllfied males allegedly assauted a student in P-lot at
2~ a.m. Jill 14.
One of lhe ~ was deScrlled as a 6-foot·&al bladt male
with a hUIIcy build, wide shoulders and a very round face. The
lncMtull rtp9ftedly was weamg a maroon hooded sweatshirt and
a claft( COIL
The second ndividual was descri>ed onty as a black male.

DeetructiOn of Public Property
• U•*ililllled kdvtduala lllegecty tlroU a lui-length mmr on the
aecond loor of Eagle Hllll 3:46a.m. Jan. 14.
There reportedly Is a suspect In the case. An investigation

coniRa
• Unidlnlilled lndlvlduala lllegedtJ Mr1umed tables and chairs
and pulltd a bulletin board from the waU In a study lounge In
McGrlw-lDng Hal between 1 a.m. and 11 :30 p.m. Jan 14.
~of

Prtvm Property

• Unldlll...., ilcHMII ~ lddlld the rear tire of a wtllle
~ Hlrd Rode 21-tplld mcUIIIIn bl!.e, damaging the 1881'
rh of "' bike, In tort of"' . . . S9M ... fralamlly house at
10:34 a.m. ... 18.
QI'Md~

• Unldlnlllld lncivtduali atlegedty stole four maroon leather
c:outMI m "' room next ~ the 111ct1en 1n "' b••• ment d lhe
Sigma pti E.,elan trlllmly hOUie at 5 p.m. Jln. 18.

• Unidentified Individuals allegedly stole JAC cards from the
pockets of two sweatshirts lying on the floor in Godwin Hall
between 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. Jan. 14.
The studenls whoae cards allegedly were stolen repol1edly were
playing baaketbllatlhe lime.
.
• Unldentlfled Individuals allegedly broke Into a student's 1992
Ford Explorer and stole 8 black backpack containing a calculator
and two textbooks Ill 11t11e J-lot 8111:37 a.m. Jan. 16.
The C8slo FX7000G calculator Is valued at $40. One te~
tilled Investment MBMgement by SeatS and Trennphol is valued at
$65.35; the other tilled Strategic Management by Thompson Is
valued at $60.
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly stole two F1re extinguishers
from the lhlrd lloor ol Wlne·Prlce Hal at11 :05 p.m. Jan. 16.

Poaseulon of Marf)uene

• Student Brldley T. ttlghes, 18, of Annapois. Md., was arresled
and charged with possession of marijuana, property damage and
drunk In public In Warren Halll2:39 a.m. Jan. 14.
Cadets reportedly observed Hughes poling a campus center
s1gn out or !he ground. omcers responded and amtsted him and
transported him ~ jal.
Hughes repoc1ecty was Intoxicated at the tine.
While at !he }all. a smaU plasllc bag containing a suspected
controlled substance repOOedly was found on H~

Alcohol PoiMnlng

• A student was relefred judlcialy after reportedy passing out in a
bathtub from Intoxication In Ashttf Hal at 3:55a.m. Jan. 14.
The siUdenl was lranSpOI1ed 10 Rockingham Memorial HospftaJ
by the rescue squad for treatmert
• Student Att*'f S. Jeftrey, 18, of Spmgfteld, .as anesa.d and
charged with dnft In ptMc at PC Duk11s at 12:04 a.m. Jan. 14.
Rockl09ham Memorial Hospital security reportedly called
C8JY11US poiCe to report students canying anolhef student. Jeffrey
was arr8llled n nnepot11d ~ Jal
At the Jail, Jeffrey reportedly started to show symptoms of
lllcohol ~·19 and waelCII'IINd by the jll's ruse.
The ntne req~llltld IIIII Ill reecue squad tanspOrt Jeffrey 10
A~ Merooltll Holpilal for nann.
• A IIUdlnl ... ......,_. )udidlly aftlrltAirtng lk:chol ~·lg
at the Phllpl Hal Bllroom II 2:13a.m. Jln. 15.
Thl ....,. l8pOI1Icly dalmed ... the
been dltNdng ..
the Sigma ttl hlamlly ..........
Tht student began vomiting and was transported to the

'*
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~-Walt Disney World looks for
collegiate musicians and singers
DltMY ilkdina for l8lenled music:ims and sinam to join

lhe Walt 0U.C, World ReiOit and llilftCYIMd durin& the 1995

sunnner sea10n. Perfonnert selected will receive salary.
houlina. daily career workshops with top performing artists and

cOlleJe credil

Sbideala will perform in one of lhe following three shows:
All American Colle,e Show Band. All American College Jan
Band aid All American ColleJe Jan Singers. Performers
needed Include jazz singers, all saxophones, trumpet. trombone.
rrench 'hPm.naba. percussion. piano, electric bass and guitar.
Jan. :.28 auditions will be held in Orlando, Aa. Feb. II
auditions will be held in Boston, Mass. Live auditions are
preferred, but video tapes will also be accep&ed. Video tapes
mUll be sutlmiued by Feb. 12. 199S. For additional information,
call (407) 34S.S701 or(714) ~7327.

• Society of Physics Students will be on the commons all

• · Society of Physics Students will be on the commons all

day.

day.

• Phi Mu Alpha lunch time recital series, Taylor Hall ,
nn. 405, 12 p.m.
• EQUAL meeting, Taylor Hall. nn. 305.
• Women ' s Resource Center' s volunteer interest
meeting. logan Holl, Woman's Resource Center, ground
noor.6 p.m.
•
Alpha Phi Omega Co-Ed Service Fraternity
informllional meeting. Taylor Hall, nn. 404, 8 p.m.

~tlfunlurt

21

Su11day

22

• "The Natural," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall.
7:30p.m. Adrrussion rree.

l
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A CERTIF/C6TE. ......fusT YOUR TICKET

To SUCCESS
PERSQNAI,l,f

& PROFESSIONALLY !

The Counseling and Student
Development Center
offers a Certificate Program
in Interpersonal Skills
CommunicatJoa, Self-Esteem, A.aerdvmea,

Contront1ac Radsm, DeaJia1 with Dlllicult People,
UadentandiDc Datridtfe Relatlcwhq.,
Intimate RelaiJonships, A CoafUd Resolution
are aU topk:s ~In WGI"kabops )'OU cboole rrom.

Additiooal topics 1ft aftJiable ror exploratioa throop
Audio aDd Vllual mediums. PriDted material alto
avalable tbroup tbe prop-am.
Vou~v. .

o-.....,_.

Upoe~pldiMa, redefta

Catlnc.t. Cite dill ..,...._ - JOUr ........

!)our Xame .Jlere

STOP BY OUR INFORMATION
AND REGISTRATION
TABLE
JANUARY 20th, 9 am - 4 pm
WARREN HALL
(Across from the ·Post·Office) .
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elimbing after Jap~ese quake
IWWI

Jf'Udmother told us we need 10
prepare IDd we did not really tate
ber seriously. I went home over
OlrislmM brat and I know a couple
of eanhquakes happened all o"r
lipan."
Huadreds or aftershocks
continued all day Tuesday and Into
Wednesday momina. Injuries were
reported in 13 prefec:tutes, or st.ates.
Kenji Nahshima, aJMU student,
said. "I called my .,...enu on the day
of the quake to mate sure they were
all rigbt. They could bave fell lhe
~. but they Hve about three
hours from Kobe."
Railway, water, JU, telephone
and electricity lines were ruptured.
Damaged tollways were also closed,
and roads leadina Into the disaster
area were cloged with traffic or
cloled off by police.
More thin 120,000 people sought
shelter overnight in cars, parks,
public buiklnp and unhealed school
aymnasiums as the temperature
dropped below freezing.
Early Wednesday, authorities
discovered a leak in one of three
20,()00-ron liquid petroleum gas
storaae taats on Rokko Island orr
Kobe IDd urged 70,000 residents in
two clistricb of the city of l.S million
people to leave their homes.
Residents of Rokko and another
man-made island were left isolated
by damqe 10 bridles linking them to

service

TOKYO. J.a. 11-'l'he watem port
c:hy or Kolte reaaiaod YinuaJly
paill)'llld Wetkl
ill lila Wlb f1l
me 7.2-.....-tade elrdlquab 111M
killed more tbaa 3,000 ~.sent
as _,. as 120,000 seekina refuae
and laid wu1e to assurances tbat
modem construction technolo&Y
pro1eet1 city dwellers in
from
majOr seilmic datnlp.
Qisa Hino, a JMU student. said.
"My family was originally from
there, so half of my relatives live
there. I called bome and asked my
family bow they ~ but they could
not pt In touch with my relldves. I
have not been able 10 get lbrough. I
abo have a aood friend living in lhe
disaacer .-ea."
In wflal Prime Minister Tomiic:bi
Murayama called Japu's mos1
devaatatina tremor since the Great
Tokyo Earthquake or 1923, police
Wednesday put tJae dealh loll at
3,021, with 869 missin& and 14,5'72
injured.
Moa of tbe cbd perished in lhCir
homea as the quake struck shonly
before dawn Tuesday.
Ariu Napihima. a JMU siUdent,
said her cousin Jives close 10 Kobe.
She has not talked to her cousin.
"Fifty years aao an eanbquake
happened in Tokyo, and my

F.,
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lhe main section of Kobe. Tbe Asia
~of

Proctor A Gamble is
loced on Rokko Island.
The Meteoroloaical Agency
announced that tbe earthquake
caused an 18-c:entimeter lateral
movement of earth, the biggest it had
ever deteaed.
No serious earthquake bad struck
any major Japanese urban center
since 1948, when a 7.3-magnitude
quake in lhe prefecture of Fukui
killed 3,89S people.
Estimates of material damage
Tuesday were in the tens of billions
of dollars. ln a news conference
televised nationwide, Munyama
pledged the government's full effons
to restore normality to Kobe and its
environs.
Chief Cabinet Secretary Kozo
Igarashi said Murayama will visit the
devastated area Thursday.
He also said the government will
employ rescue and recover']
techniques that its Construction
Ministry expert s learned in Los
Angeles while studying the
eanhquake that occurred there one
year ago to the day.
On Tuesday, 2,300 army troops
were dispatched to help rescue about
1,000 people be~eved 10 be trapped
in the debris of collapsed buildings.
An additional 10,700 soldiers were
scheduled 10 be sent Wednesday, the
Defense Agency said. Soldiers were

distributing box lunches, instant
noodles and fresh water.
More lhan 1,000 firefighters were
dispatched from 75 cities as far away
as Tokyo, 270 miles east-northeast of
Kobe.
Nippon Telegraph &: Telephone
Corp. inst.alled emergency telephones
on tables on sidewalks In several
locations in the disaster area to
enable residenrs to call relatives and
friends.
And American help was on its
way, President Clinton announced
Tuesday in Los Angeles. which he
visited to mark Lhe anniversary of the
6.7-magnitude quake.
"I have ordered a high-level team
that includes representatives of the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency and th~ Department of
Transportation to leave for Japan
shortly to see if anything we learned
here can be helpful to them there," he
said.
Gen. John M. Shalikashvili ,
chainnan of the Joant Chiefs of Staff,
happened to be in Japan at the time
of the quake, and, Clinton said, "He
has already stated that our military
forces are also available 10 help them
In any appropriate way."
Murayama, after a phone
conversation with Climon, welcomed
the expens' mission but declined to
accept help from the Ameri can
troops.

More than 11.500 buildings were
severe.ly damaged or destroyed. Fires
that continued to burn into the
morning of the second day leveled
entire blocks of Kobe, as fm:figbters
were forced to pump water from
rivers.
In addition to the storage tank
trouble. gas leaks were reported at
1,400 locations.
Landslides occurred in rural,
mountainous areas nearby.
Although the biggest area of fire
devastation - a swath of about six
city blocks - contained wooden
homes buill after the end of World
War It half a century ago, fires also
erupted in steel and concrete
buildings
First floors were squashed in both
wooden homes and multistory steel
and concrete bu i ld i n g~ . At one
hospital in Kobe, lbe fifih floor was
crushed. initially trapping 37 patients
and nurses. Four remained in the
ruins in10 the nig.ht.
At a collapsed apanment buiidang
in Kobe, rescue workers threw ropes
around survivors trapped on upper
floors and lowered them to safety.
One woman emerged clutching her
cat. "I was wondering when they
would come and rescue me. I was so
worried," she said. "But I was talking
to my cat and said we would survive
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CommunitY-----

conllnued from pag~~a

Slama Chi will be workina with Bil
Brothers/Big Sisters, FIJI is working on a
painting project with Mercy House and Pi
Kappa Alpha is going to have an Olympics
Day 11 a local community center for their rusb
community setvice projects.
"I've been talking to individual fraternity
rush chaira, .ad I'm really excited. Ptople .we
goina al:iove and beyond with C1'ealive eventS,"
Kosmides said.
.. 1 appreciate what IFC is doing,"' said
sophomore Alpha Chi Rho Rush Chair Andy
MOCft. "It lives more ancntion to lhe diversity
of the orpnization."
In addition to the new community service
project, Kosmides said, there is also a new rush
format this semeSler.
"In the past, rush has been fOI\ the brothers
to see who they want in the fraternity, and it _
didn't give the rushee& the chance 10 weigh
their options," Kosmides said ...So, this
semesler we are establiahiaa a personal-touch
format"
AA:cordin& to Kosmides. IFC will set up a
fralerftity forum on the commons Jan. 23 and
24 from 10 Lm. -2 p.m.
Open House wiiJ also be br®ght back this
semeller 10 the rvshees can have their choice
of aotna to .ay fra&erDily 11 anytime, and the
rush ~hedule has been planned so that no
fraternities have conflicting schedule1,
· s.n1or Eltc........., ldl8 aome time with a game of eight-ball In the Taylor Hall game room Wednesday afternoon.
Koamidea said.
"The rushees "'ve a chance to go to each
house and set a taste of tile Greek aystem's
diversity,'" be said
Tbe amount or events has also been
lessened.
continutld from page 3
This chanae will prevent conflict in a
more efficient." She added, "Eventuall y
the number of professors that would remain.
rushee's study schedule as well as give
Webb questioned if"we should tie ourselves
Commuter Sen. Laura Jenltins asked if it phySICS will come back as CJSAT grows."
with a arouP that would have control over what
would be easier for classes to cross apply. "For • Crista Estes, wbo was elected oo Tuesday,
fraternity members 11101e lime to incenct with
them between eveau.. K.Oimidcs said.
we do and uy
we lobby...
example, could a feature writing class in the was introduced as the new SGA SCCTCtary.
'"Only 1wo or three brothers of each
According to Mabe, "We are harassed by communitation department count towards the • Four new senators were also introduced:
cary Hall, Wampler; Laura Jenkins. commuter
fraternity will be behiDd eac:h table, and if vsc 10 join, and they call us members when
requirements as an English major?'"
we are not. we want an official statement on
Commuter Sen. Erin McOcnnon said, "I senator; Erik Howard , Hanson; and Man
someone wants any information about an
organization, they can pc it one-on-one and ' our stMUs...
thought we were a Uberal studies university. It Kensky, commuter senator.
• At the SGA Book Sale, $1 7.000 in books
doesn't make sense to eliminate physics."
become more familiar wilb each orpnizalion."
The bill was voted on and failed.
was sold Sunday. Rose said Monday's total
Jenny Biondi, SGA vice president, said,
Koalllidea said.
• Also 8Cidressed was the elimination of the
wrhe new format takes the intimidation out ~ major and the ColleJe of Letters and "The physics def.artment was given many $ales hadn't been calculated but were expected
charicos,Q.,.Ct' t~4 lalt three yea'cs1to beco!l¥ tt6l be about lhe same.
Qf nub~ ~iff
~M· ~~~~ •• ~.
s.n. arq ~.Uq-ened
1 t
I •
hesaid.
Ill ttt\t
•11 • 1 t 4t •t \ l '
t l •.
•
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Meters_~

Police Log _ _ _ __

contJnued from page 5

continued from page 7

shon-term partina near the ATM and
the campus c:en~er," she saki. "I wort

R kingham

out kinks; one wu parting."
Before the meters were installed.
Maher said. students had been
.,.OOng lheir cars 11 curbside in order
to use the ATM. 1be students' cars
blocked the lane. hindering buses
enrering and exiling the bus Slop.
Since they have been installed. the
problem with bus traffic has been
alleviated. "We aren't having the
problem with parked cars." she said.
The addition of the meters has
vacated one row or the lot, leaving it
open for students to use instead of
parking in front of the bus Slop. she
said. "Staff has not been parking
there," she said.
However. Moher said many
students parking in meter spaces
have either not been feeding the
meter or are leaving the;r vehicles
parlced in the spaces even after the
allotted time ha.~ expired.
" We aren't sure whether they
aren't putting money in the meter or
whether they are letting the time run
out," she said.
While cars can be seen parked in
spaces where the meter displays a red
"violation" nag. Lam said, the
parking division has issued "not that
many" tickets for meter violations.
The revenue that Is generated by
the meters' 25 cent fee goes to pay
for the meter$ themselves, Lam said.
Surplus funds are remitted to the
parking department.
Maher said the meters have
improved the parking situation
because "students have an
alternative" to parking illegally.
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Hospital

rescue squad.

DUI
• Student Kevin J . Jones, 21 ol
Pennsville , N.J., was arrested and
c:haiJid Wiltl driving under lhe irlllueoce
of alcohol on Newman Drive at 12:50
a.m. Jan. 14.

Number ol drunk in public charges since
Jan. 10: 7
Number of parking 1ickels Issued
between Jan. 10 and 17:848
Harrisonburg poke report the following:

Aggravated Assault
• An aggravated assault reportedly
occurred at 821 Vine St. at 4:10 a.m.
Jan. 10.
• An aggravated assault reportedly
OCICUfT9d at899-E.S Port Republic Rd. at
1:12 a.m. Jan. 11.

Aasautt
• An assault reportedly occurred at
4035 S Main St. at 1:37 a.m. Jan. 9.
• An assaul1 reportedly occurred at
1311 W. Market 51. at 3 p.m. Jan. 11.
• All assault reportedy occurred at 41
Kenmore St. at10:45 p.m. Jan. 14.

~~=ry reportedly occurred at

1384-C Hunters Rd. between 1 p.m. and
Sp.m.Jan. 9.
• A burglaty reportedly occurred at 611 ·
~ S. Main Sl. between 1 a.m. and 8 a.m.
Jan. 13.

Larceny
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 2061

Evelyn f¥d Ave. It 11 p.m. Jan. 8.
until someone came to help us."
• A larceny reportedly occurred at
Moments later. her elderly mother
2527·A Mosby Court between 8 a.m. and
was brought from the buildtng on a
stretcher.
1 p.m. Jan. 8.-~-~~
• A larceny rwpoi1IIIIQif ocamd at 1870
Elevated expressways and
E. Mattcet St. It 2:05p.m. Jan. 9.
railways. Including the 130-mph
• A larceny ~elly occuned at 3430 Tokyo-Fukuoka bullet train. were
S. Main St. between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. closed down by cave-ins and
Jan 9.
ruptures.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at
Tuesday was the first time since
1441..0 Devon Lane between 5:30p.m. the Bullet Line sUlrtcd operations in
Jan. 9 and 7 a.m. Jan. 10.
1964 that the super-speed rai I way
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1663 had been crippled.
E. Markel St. between 6:30 p.m. and 7
Trains based out of Tokyo were
operating only as far as Kyoto, on
p.m. Jan. 11 .
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1925 one end.
E. Markel St. between 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Train service from Fukuoka on
Jan. 11.
Kyushu Island was available only to
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 716
Okayoma on the other end.
E. Markel St. between 6 p.m. Jan 10 and
The earthquake struck at 5:46a.m.
10:45 a.m. Jan. 11.
Tuesday, 14 minutes before the
• A larceny reportedly ocamed at 237
Bullet Line trains were to start daily
E. Markel St. between 6 p.m. Jan. 10 and runs that normally transport 360,000
8 a.m. Jan. 11.
passengers.
• A larceny repoftedly occurred at 305
Twelve trains denail~ on elevat~
S Dogwood Or. between 7:05 p.m. and
sections of track. and at least one
station collapsed. wiping out an
8:35 p.m. Jan. 12.
• A larceny reportedy occurred at 243access street beneath 11.
E Rockingham Dr. between 8:30 p.m.
But there were no reports of
subway damage. Nearby domestic
and 9:45p.m. Jan. 12.
• A larceny reporte<ly occurred al1820 and International atrports continued
S. Main. St. at 10 p.m. Jan. 12.
to operate.
The Transportation Ministry in
• A larceny reportedly occurred at
1346·1 Hunters Road between 11 p.m. Tokyo asked Japan's three major
Jan. 12 and 1 a.m. Jan. 13.
airlines to add nights from Tokyo to
points beyond Osaka to plug partially
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1671
E. Markel St. at2:10 p.m. Jan. 14.
the gap in the key national
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 430
transportation network.
Repairs to extend the operating
Rockingham Dr. between 11 p.m. Jan. 13·
portion of the line from the city of
and 8 a.m. Jan. 14.
• A larceny repor1edly occurred al1930 Tokyo to Osaka were expected to
Eriokson Ave. between 2:03p.m. Jan. 13 take about a week. but the rest of the
and 7'$) a.m. Jan. 14.
disruption could continue for at least

two months, railway officials said.
In Tokyo, the emotional impact of
Tuesday's quake was severe because
of the implications for widespread
damage lhat a similar eanhquake
might produce here.
No major quake has hit Japan's
capital since the city lifted hmtts on
building height in the early 1960s.
Unlike Kobe, Tokyo has dozens of
skyscrapers.
In addition to this disaster, in the
woke of the Los Angeles. Ca ti r.
temblor, officials of the national
government 's
Public
Road
Corporation assured the coun try's
citiuns that Japan's expressways had
been built to witllSland even a quake
as monstrous as the 8.3-mognitude
earthquake of 1923 that killed more
than I 00.000 people in Tokyo and
environs.
Destruction suffered by Los
Angeles expressways. they clatmed,
could not occur in Japan.
On Tuesday. offictals of the
corporation, admitting their error.
acknowledged
that
Tokyo
expressways were constructed with
the same technology used in the
elevated tollways in the Kobe region.
which ruptured at 12 locations.
For example, one particular
stretch of 1,650 feet of elevated
freeway nipped on its side at a 45degree angle.
Reconstruction of the damaged
expressways and rail ways was
expected to take months, even under
the most rushed of bui lding
schedules.
-Starr writer Rick Thompson
contributed to this article
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A dart to whomever decided to give us less than a
week to drop classes before we end up with a $10
fee and a "withdrawal" on our ~ripts. Thanks
for understanding how difficult it is to get a decent
schedule at JMU.
Sent in by someone who would rather spend the
J(J bucks 01 JM's, nor JMU.
.
I •

Dissolving a reputable uniVersity

T

hank you, Drs. Carrier and Oberst. for the wake-up
call. For those who forgot over break who the absolute
power at this university is. you were kind enough to
remind us in your faculty meeting on Friday the 13th.
It doet seem rather ironic, however, that you chose to further
subjugate the "little people" of your university just a few shon
days before we celebrated the birthday of one of the greatest
freedom advocates in our history.
By effectively getting rid of Dom Peterson, soon-to-be-out-ofwork physics professor. and. by chance, Speaker of the Faculty
Senate, the vo1ce of the most consistent rorum of faculty
concerns, you as~ yourself of the probable quier you need to
plow ahead with the restruc:lunng of a once-great unaversity.
Th1s was accomplished not necessarily by tbe ousting of the
physics department, but by the threat other faculty feel toward
the1r own departments' future and their own job secunty.
While announc1ng the 1mpending doom of the physics
department , Dr. Bethany Oberst. JMU v1ce president for
academac affairs, stated in her speech that, '1'hese are not easy
steps we are begiMmg to undenake today." Well,lbat is correct;
but what she didn' t mention is that they would seem to be
unnecessary as well as djfficult How can the admirusttauon.
and its cronies in Richmond and on the Board o( Visitors, justify
the removal of a full physacs department. yet at the same time
try to create a college based on mathematics and the sciences?
We understand that the new administtation under Gov. George
Allen is not exactly the most education-friendly regime, but that
doesn't justify the dismissal of an academic program simply
because of alleged dwindling numbers. The physics curriculum
is probably one of the most difficult at JMU. But rather than
curling the progrom. shouldn't we try to recruit students tp fill
it? Instead of selling all the shiny bells and whistles we are
building at JMU to prospective freshmen, couldn' t we also find
the brightest scientific minds to fill a respected program?
S1nee when is phys1cs an urumponant enough discipline in our
technologically driven culture that it doesn' t warrant in-depth
study? True, they have only graduated about five students a year
for the past two years. but the goal of educatioo is not to create a
carbon copy, cookie cutter approach to rolling out technocratS.
The purpose is to prepare people for all fields. general and
highly specific. to be able to function in a diversified society.
Poss1bly even more ludicrous than the dismissal of the
department Itself 1s the reasoning behind the dismissal. Citing
dwindl10g student demand, Oberst spoke of the faculty, staiT and
students' need to bite the bullet for the greater good of JMU. IL

sounds noble. but we need to ask wruch dc;partments will be laid
upon the altar next. According to the 1993-94 JMU Statistical
Summary, there are 23 mapr fields Q(.study that graduated 10 or
fewer students in the 1992-93 scl~f)ICBI". Dod that mean one
or all of them is next? Docs that mean we conlinue to destroy
the quality of our liberal ans education here, a sacrifice to the
gods of mammon and fleeting gimmickry?
Normall y, it would appear to be an easy answer, an
unequ1vocal no. but after this past Friday, who knows? W1th
nary a word of warning, much les~ an iota of constructive
consultation, our adrrunistrauon saw fit to throw into full swing
the downfall o( a great institution of higher learning.
And as far as the faculty are concerned. when the specters of
seamlessness begin to darken the door of your department
head' s office. what will you do? What voice of protest or reason
will be ava1lable to you? The Faculty Senate is there as a
pod1um; but it JS Ineffective due to a disinterested adm101StratJve
ear and underinvolvement of the facuJty in some cases.
Perhaps your recourse should be direct commurucation w1th
the powers that be 10 the State Council of Hjgher Education for
Virginia or even the state legislature. Perhaps it's time for our
true higheMips at JMU. the people who pey our obscenely high
number of adm10istrators, to get a picture of the state of faculty
morale d1rcctly from the source. This is a suggestion rooted 10
the "a-stralght-1i ne-is-the-shortest-route-belween-two-poi nu"
principle, a principle that may or may not be taught at JMU in
the future because of the apparent obsolescence of the physics
discipline from which it stems.
Even more important than facuhy reaction to the
ridiculousness of our "new, improved, as seen on TV''
educational avenue, is a student awareness and criticism. You,
panjcularly unden:lassmen. are the ones who are being robbed
of the education you were promised when you came here. Let
the president of your university know what you think of a
restructured cumculum that promises 10tegration but produced
separation. The thousands of dollars you produce ind1vidually
every year are to be u~ to give you the best educatJon, the best
preparation avaJiable. It is your responsibility to make sure that
that 1s what happens and to make sure that part of the learning
process does not tnclucfe figuring out which of your disciplines
of study are the most likely to surv1ve the next five years.

Tilt! hoiiSt! t!ditortal r~jlt!cts dtt vi~s ojThe Breeze t!ditorial
board which consists oftlu t!ditor. IMIJIJging tdiJor aNI opinion
t!d1tors.

A pat to the building and grounds workers who
take pride in their jobs and JMU, as they are out
early every morning picking u_p trash on campus left
by 4ns than considerate ~rom the night
before.
.1 .
S1n1 in by sotMone who &lines those who make
messes should pick them up.-

Dare•..
A dart to ttie guy in Aorida who buried a liner of

puppies just because he didn't feel like taking care
of them.
Sent in by someone who is rhanlcjulthal the
puppies' mother was caring and responsible enough
to dig them out. (This is a true stcry.)

Pae...
A pat to all physics professors who pack. up and
leave. You're smarter than the university gives you
credit for.
Sent 111 by someone who will miss you dearly. but
would surely do the same thing if she were in your
situation.

Dare...
A dart to Virginia Gov. George Allen for showing
flagrant disregard for the educationaJ well-being of
his constituents.
Sent in by someone who is confused by the policy
ofmore jflils, less schools.

Pae...
A pat to whomever brought the Mattie Sanders art
exhibit to the Phillips Hall Ballroom for others to

appreciate.
Sent in by someone who was impressed by the

'eittiW"i "c'ollection of civil ri1hls rumorabilia.
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6arrier's obsessive ·rule is ruining JMU

Four years aao. I accepted a position at JMU as an
Uliltllnl profcaor in wbal was lben the joint department o(
mllhemllicl and computer ICieace. l waa very exciled by the
possibilities 81 JMU and bad every lnteatioa of muiniq
iodefinilely, tiul I qu,ickly became ctitilhasia.d with the
inaalilllfy ~ beluMor o( lbe admiailllnllicm. As
a couequenc:e, ,_. ICIDt*r I submiaed my ...a,._;on and
accepkd a politicln 81 a IOftware firm in New Eopand. In
thislcaer, I briefly deeaibe my view o( events ov~ the put
few years and of the cancer that is destroying JMU. You
shouldn' t view this note u "sour grapes," u I am much
happier in my current position. I write to you today limpty
out r# a sense r# obliplion.
When I started at JM U. the new college (College of
fl'llep'aled Science and Tec:hnoiOI)') was only an idea. Since
the collese'• propcliCd theme dlanged repeatedly, it quickly
became appuent that its sole purpose was to e.xlniCt more
money from the state io an era of declining budgets fo r
higher eduallion. WbMever lOki In Richmond would be good
enough. reprdless of its educational value. By fall 199l, lhe
new col lese wu committed to a science theme and bad hired
Lyle Wilcox as provost. Many of my colleagues. wbde not
necessarily approvi ng of the way the eoiJege came into
being, were interested in panicipating in lhis experiment.
However, it was clear from the outset that the part-time
efforts of a few faculty and one full- time provost with a
small budget would not satisfy the administration's desi~ for
rapid growth. What was needed was more "credibility" (i.e.,
bodies), which would then justify more money. So on one
Sunday evening i n October 1991 , Dr. Carrier invited CS
profeuon Reynolds and Fairfield to bis home. There they
decided to sp1t our department and pa.ce CS in OSAT with
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Reynolds as head. No one else in the department. including the
department bead, was ever consuJted. The other CS professors
were informed of the decision on M o nday morn ins by
Reynolds We were told we bad no say in the matter &I'd thai we
were to tell no one of the decision.
When the department eventually split, I managed to remain
with malhematics, since I held joint rank in both disciplines; but
I continued to teach some CS courses. I immediately came
under constant pressure from Reynolds to give higher grades.
Grades of "0" or " P' were simply unacceptable since they
might discourage students from majoring in CS and thereby
reduce the CISAT body count. Despite the fact that I have
always gotten excellent student evaluations and strive to help
hard-working students succeed, enrollment pressures allowed
for no defense. At the same time, requirements for the CS
degree, which is unaccredited, were weakened or eliminated and
existing courses were dumbed down. ( I had hoped we could
strengthen the program so that we could eventually au.ain ACM
accreditation, like most o ther CS programs in the state.)
Meanwhil e, W ilcox discarded the o rigi nal strong I SAT
c urriculum developed by various JMU faculty (all of whom
eventually left the program), and ISAT started dow n the same
road as CS.
I believe I have c reden tials and experience to honestl y

evaluate the CS and ISAT programs. I have a Ph.D. in CS
from Cornell University, have woriced at IBM. AT&T and
NIST, and am currently employed by !.he world's leading
supplier of computational fluid dynamics software. M such.
I have this advice to offer. If you are a CS major who is
interested in obtaining a good job o r in furthering your
education, you should transfer to a school with an accrediled
program. Don' t take my word for it, compare your prosnun
to the ACM guidelines. If you are an ISAT major. consider
this: Every business in this country is downsiting, firina
midlevel managers who don't produce anything but retaining
their best engmeers. Where do you tit in? On the basis of my
17 years of experience in higher education and industry, I
can see no value in the education you are receiving or a place
for you in today' s marketplace.
For the rest of you. I have one final observation. Many of
the proble ms stem directly fro m your president. Ronald
Carrier, and his propensity to squander the school's limited
resources on gimmicks. His authorit.arian. anti-democratic
rule has alienated many of the brightest and most energet.1c
faculty and has ensured that the administration is populated
by intellectually dishonest yes men and yes women. Carrier's
obsession with buil<fing lnOC'e monuments to his rule and his
heavy-handed and fearful way of dealing with any opposition
to his seat-of-the-pantS management style is ruining JMU. If
you let him. he will dismantle or starve existing strong
mathematics and science programs in a desperate attempt to
save CISAT. Everyone, except the overpaid administrators,
will be the losers.
-------------------Earl Zm ijewski is a former assis tant professor of
computer sc1ence and mathematics at JMU.
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'No confidence' is no solution

Other departments need to be cut;
faculty should be 'thanking Carrier'

I am writing U.is leuer because I am concerned about the
Carrier's abtlity to lead the umversity. Based on the newspapers,
direction and activities of the current Faculty Senate here at
the public perception of the university faculty is that we are lazy,
overpaid a nd out of touch with the real world. Lobbying
JMU: I am particuJarly concerned about the issue to be raised at
the meeting scheduled for Jan. 19.
legislators to reverse changes already underway and reinstate the
As a health administrator, I have studied organizations and
old ways will simply reinforce these perceptions. Similarly, a
their environments and would like to raise certain points that I
public slalement of no confidence in a president is meaningless
have not heard discussed elsewhere. Much like all living
to people who are accll$tomed to and understand bureaucratic
organisms, o rgani zations , . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . organimtions, wbere power resides
o perate
w ithin
an
i n executive positions and is
environmenl
delegated from there. We may
All organizauons must
think we are not the Department of
adopt to that environment and
Transportation , but I doubt
its demands in order to
_Diane P. S. Shipe
legislators see the difference. We
acquire resources necessary
provide a service (education): we
for their continued survival.
ha ve and compete fo r cus tomers
Tbe fKulty and administration a.t JMU have worked together
(students); we exchange services for resources (tuition and state
in the past to cn:ate a university that provides Virginia residents
funds). We look like a business and are expected 10 be efficient
like a bwiness. A no confidence vote by emplo)CCS is unheard
with a quality education. We are not a mediocre university; our
graduates are bapp)t with their educatJo ns. they are successful of. The statement made by such a vote will fall o n deaf and
citizens, and various ext.emal ratinp indicate a JMU education
unbelieving ears.
is an excellent value.
These actions by the Faculty Sena te will do nothing to
However, over the past two years JMU's environment bas
change the tre nd of demands from the exte rnal environment,
wruch are part of a much larger social and political change in the
clearly c hanged. The state legislature, governor and the State
United States. I believe such actions will suiously jeopardi1.e
Council of Higher Education for Virgmia (SCHEY) have placed
new demands on JMU which appear to reflect the values of the
JMU's future streams p( state resources. A wh10ing and out-of·
voting and taxpaying public. That demand is basically to
touch faculty s1mply provides ammunition for those who want to
maximize productivity of all s taff, including fac ulty, and
cut our budget. lf President Carrier resigns. for whatever reason.
11 will be years before a new pres1dent had the credibility,
increase the university's outputs in tenns of students graduated,
and students paduated in four years or less.
connections o r experience to manage the key players in the
external environment with the success he has had. JMU will lose
All this is to be done while maintaining an acceptable or
resources that will not be regained in the fo reseeable future.
optimal level of educational quality. I suspect legislators feel if a
student wants an education of the highest quality, that student
Wishing for the old days will not bring them back; actions
currently contemplated by the Faculty Senate could ma.ke the
should be wilhng to pay what it costs to attend such a uni versity.
If the taxpayers are going to pay for part of an indi vidual 's
future worse than necessary. Intensified conflict within JMU
does nothing to advance our objective of providing the bes t
education, then that student must be satisfied with what the
education we can to JMU studenu. Faculty members clearly
taxpayers are willing to contribute.
The adminiS118tion of JMU ba.s been responding to these new
want to be involved in restructuri ng and adapting JMU to meet
environmental demands through the restructuring process.
the demands of the future; 10 some areas faculty want to lead
those c hanges. JMU' s administratio n needs to tear down the
difficult as that has been and will continue to be. While I have
sympathy for those individuals directJy affected by the most
wall bei ng built and ac tive l y bring the faculty into the
recent changes, the fact that we have survived the SCHEY
restructuring process.
The faculty , o n !.he other hand, needs to recognize that it
restructuring rev iew and budget c uts and that we continue to
receive additional monies because of the CISAT programs is a
cannot operate in the past, further confro ntation will be
clear indication that JMU is successful in responding to the
unproductJve, and saying no to the legislature, governor and
environmental demands. Not wanting or resisting change will
SCHEY is not a n option. Both the faculty and admmtstration
not make these demands go away: it merely hinders JM U's
must cooperate in o rde r to provide the best educational
ability to successfuJiy respond
opportunity possible for JMU' s students.
I am particularly concerned about actions currently proposed
in the Faculty Senate, s pecifically the direct lo bbying o f
Guest coiWNJist Diane Shipe is an assistant professor in IM
legislators and the "DQ, qoqljdeocc" vote regarding President
Malth sc~nces departrnenl and u a faculty senator.

To the Editor:
I a m g~atly disturbed by the amount of flack that o ur
benevolent Uncle Ron Carrier bas received from the campus
community of late.
The outcries d the faculty only eerve to reinforce the need
of a Iader like Carrier to guide our university into the 18th
c:enlWy.

First. I do not undcrscand the anger which has surfaced u a
result of the di uolution of the physics department. The
administration o( JMU obYiouaJy had faculty in mind when they
came to lbeir decision to elimi•le an unwanted program. As a
result r# this ad. the professors r# the department o( physiQ will
have free time oa their bauds - to explore stranae new worlds.
to Kelc OUl new life and new civilizations, to boldly stand in
unemployme~~~lines.

These faculty members should be thanking Carrier and the
administration for lhe proeity which has been bestowed upon
them.
The remainina physics students as well should feel trul y
honored, due to their prestigious roles as "the last physics grads
ofJMU"
I personally recommend that .evera.l other departments be
reljeved of lbeir academic functions as well. (Let's restructure!)
History is a prime candidate, because, well, it's aJI been done
before, right?
Math, my own major, is silly to keep around sioce, after all,
we do have calc ula tors. English. too, is a dated discipline.
Hun't anyone heard of the upsurge of the Spanisb lanauage in
lbe United StateS?
ActuaJiy, any subject that doesn't have at least a hundred
students in it is probably a waste o( the university's time and
money. An added bonus to all d these cuts is that students who
are undecided will have Jess choices. making their decision
easier.
While we' re overhauling, shouldn't we update the name of
our esteemed college? Alter all, James Madison is dead. Let's
call our school something that's on everyone' s minds: the
colh~ of INegrated sc~ allllt«lvtolov.
I hope everyone can see tballhe decision to downsize is an
example of c.m~· s commitment 1o "'he quality experience o(
faculty and students on campus." (Any academic should get my
drifl)

Terl Woodington

Junior
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The woes of tragicOmic decision-making
" ... Why does Ron Carrier think that this move is for the betterment of the university? "
Tbe imqe ~ Rea c.rier comes to mind alcma witb tMI
d Spiro Apew.
I c.'-' Dr. Carrier musiq: "It's OK boys, lbe 'silent
majority' are with ua."
It's aiiDOit u befi~ u tbe 'lilent majority' applaudioa

Dr. ObCnt after announcina. without prior notice, the
removal d the phylic:. .,_tmeilt and deliberate break-up of
the Colteae d Letters and Sciences.
How this move is, u Dr. Carrier says, "in the beat inte~est
of the continuing prosperity of JMU." I have yet to
understand. As a student. I' m natwally coocemed about how
the ouk:<lme of auch recldess decision making will affect me
and the professors I've rapected and supponed over the past
five yell'S.
'
So why were 10 tenured physics professors fired last
Friday? (or excuse me, not fired because according to lbe
faculty handbook pro(eaors can't be fired from a department
that doesn't uist. npt?) What wu the urgent need. if 111y,
co remove &be pb)llics propam?
If c:ouldft't tie'tftle-stodent-t8culty ratio, because there are
three existina departments tbat have a lower ratio. Even if
the student-faculty ratio was relatively low. didn't the
administradbn JUSt &his fall ask the physics department to
increue itatprollmeaa over tbe followina three years? Hasn't
the physics de.,..,.nt complied in already attracting II
freshnwl physib m&JOf'S (not counting those wbo wanted to
declare this semester).
Deb Fuller, a JMU education graduate cumnlly woricing
in the physics department. states, "We just sent ow 300 men
to high school physics teachers to invite their students to take
our annual scholarship test. Now we're going to have to send
300 men t.dt out to •y. 'Ob, by the way. there's now no
department to talte the test from.' It's just rude if nothins
else."

Senior playsics major Rob Atkins is equally upset:
..What's Carrier doing these days? He's trying to build a
colleae of science and &ecbnoloJY. At the same time he's
pouring money into the program, he' s pulling out from
underneath it the platform of modern science. It's a
cootnldiction. A decision like this undermines the integrity of

pouible. Of coune, Dr. Carrier will cry budJCl ~. bul
it appears to me that the problem lies in the grate
miaaJiocalion of funds to the new Cclllleae of lntesrated
Science and Teclmolo&Y.
Ironically. Dr. Carrier promised the university that the
-Kevin Steele
new of
college
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.._..............· ~ aide
the would nOt impact the integrity of schools on this

Guest Columnist

i~Ur~tate .

a university and basically makes JMU the laughingstock of
Virginia."
What further implicatlons does this decision have? Doesn't
JMU have one of the fa nest undergraduate liberal arts education
programs for the buck in the ,.lion?
As Dr. Mary Perramond. assistant professor of foreign
languages, states, ''Quality now is an empty word. J don't know
of too many schools dour size and supposed quality that don't
have a physics program."
She further st.ates, .., just don' t undetstand the urgency of the
decision. If it's a question d money. they (the administration)
need to be accountable to the community about tile priorities
involved here. This is a curricular mlllter. The whole faculty
should have been anvolved in a decision as major as eJjminatiog
a whole program from the curriculum."
While listening to Dr. Ptrramond,l'm reminded of one d the
reasons why JMU has never been granted a Phi Beta Kappa
(National Honor Society) chapter - he faculty doesn't have
enough say in university governance. But this has been the
manner of operations ever since Ron Carrier stepped into office.
untiI rccentJ y.
A few months ago the higher administration agreed to a
shared govema.nce system. The recent actions obviously show
that no sharins of governance is possible. So much for Phi Beta
Kapp. ..• aomething about physics and deceitfulness.
Another bis problem may be in store for JMU. Currently the
JMU chapter of the AAUP (American Association of
University Profes10r1) is eumjning the facts surrounding the
removal d the 10 tenured physics proCessors.
Accordina to the AAUP, tenured professors can be fired only
if they perform gro~s neaJigence of responsibilities or if there is
a financial crisis on campus. None of these seem realistically

Wantl oIearn·setf. defense?
'

\

The Rape-~gg.tes~.!on Defyni~ Syst~m is a
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As Dr. Ric Thom()IOI'I, professor of anthropoiOI)', llaleS:
"This aide d the campus is by and large being brobn )lp
piecemeal and used as a poker chip to gamer addil.ionat
resources from the state to tluild this new cotlese."
The budget araument is nar valid IT the AAUP believea
so as well, JMU risks being centured. Tbjs means two
important things for the JMU community: the depreciation of
the JMU degree, regardless of major, in the academic and
working world, and great strains on any JMU department in
drawing quality professors.
Dr. Thompsor~ states. "lf a university that is advertising
for a job has been censured by the AAUP, it appears in bold
italics above that university name. That or course leads many
potentJally good facuiJy members to shy away."
He adds: "the boUom Jjne temainl that the quality of your
education is only as good as the quality of your ~"
So the question still remains: Why does Ron Carrier thinlc
that this move is for the beuennent of the university?
Why would he want to split up the widely acclaimed
College d Letters and Sciences that genc1aled 45 percent of
total student credit hours last year and is deemed by Dr.
Thompson. among others. as "the very heart of the liberal
arts program.·•
But Ron Canier is a benevolent despot. Ron Carrier cares
about JMU's integrity. Ron Carrier cares about degree
credibility.
Ron Carrier ca.res about faculty and student iopuL Ron
Carrier is our leader, forging ahead into the 21st Cenu...y.
RON CARRIER ! RON CARRIER! RON CARRTER! . ..
Ron Carrier?

Guest col•unnist Kevin Steele is a senior foreign
languages ml.4}or.
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Studenta beden at crowded party;
violent acts stem from Ignorance
To the Editor:
I qree wilh fOI'Wll' JMU ProCeuor Kent Sl Piem that we
are biCSKd with an ouassandina fKulty. Considering the awn
my academic experiences at JMU, especially in my major, I am
convinced that our faeully II as fine as any in the nation.
Ocx:asion to question my conviction comes only as I read in Th4
Bruu the latest antica d the Faculty Senate.
This prestiJious body claims at should have a gn:a1er role in
university governance. The thought inspires in my mind visions
of ruJe by reactionary scbolan incessantly ..outraged" by
.ametbing. In its most recent action 10 censure the appointment
of Michael Carrier to assistant provost of the College of
Integrated Scaence and Technology the Faculty Senate displayed
dirty academic politics at its worst. Never mind that Carrier
~ved no redefinition cl duties. no pay raise. Praise shouJd go
to senators Ed McKee and Ball Rice for recogniling the true
significance cl the aclioo: the Faculty Senate continues to blow
isSues out or proportioa wbile opportunities lO affect positive
chanae io the univenity fall by the wayside.
For a year now lllave hoped for an intelligent, constructive
response by the faculty to the restructuring of JMU. The faculty
should not tacitly accept administrative mandates; it should be
involved in the deciJlon-malcing process. But denigratang every
difficult de<:ision the administration makes in an apparent effort
to stine the process or restructuring Itself amad empty postunng
is not COIIUI'lCndable.
I refer specifically to one faculty member's inappropnate
use cl the Honors dinner last semester as a forum to attack the
administration and its restructuring efforu, as well as Dom
Petenoo's comments in the locaJ media that the elimination or
the physics department constitutes a witch bunt by Ronald
Carrier to weed his persooal enemies OUl of the university.
The Faculty Senate would do well to remember that Dr.
Carrier has truly done great things for JMU. When has the
senate ever displayed his effc:ctive leadership? Oiven the choice
of a university governed by the whining, ineffective Faculty
Senate or by Dr. Carrier. I'll choose the benevolent dictator any
day.

or

or

Shewn Miller
Junior

Engllah

To the Editor:
Tlus past weekend my friend and I had the pleasure of
getting the living hell beat out of us by six townees for no
apparent reason other than my fnend had bumped into one of the
guys in a crowded J*ty. My friend apologized. and 1 suggested
that we all have a beer and forget the whole thing.
What proc.eeded to happen at that point was that I got a
mason jar smashed over my head. and (as I was told later) as I
was WlCOI'Iscaous. I was dragged by my hair to the other end of
the porch where two of lbem kicked the shit out of me. Once I
gamed conscaousness, I was able to get away thanks to a friend
who pulled them ofT of me. I wu lucky. My friend wllS getting
worked over by three of the guys in the front yard while one
other watched for the police. It took him much longer to get
away.
The end result was ootbing that a few stitches and some ice
pecks couldn't take care of, but I was left \\ilh a question: "Was
this a blaclclwhate assuc?" as they were Afncan-Amcncans and
my fnend and I are white. The answer is no.
While I don't think our pale complexions deterred them. it
was much more than that. These were people who beat on a
couple of guys to feel better about themselves. nothang more.
Granted. af that sort of thing works. they must feel like Keath
Richards tounng a Jack DanaeIs factory , but the assue as not race:
it's ignorance. I have seen both whites and blacks do the same
thing to people of the same or dafferent races for lillie or no
reason.
This type of action comes from an insecurity founded in
ignorance that a person must be better than other people. This is
the same reason wby blacks were denied the vote and other
basic rights in America and why Jews had to endure what they
did under the Thard Reich.
People who feel powerless try to exert power any way they
can. usually through violence. In some cases it's justafied (a.e.
the Rodney IGng riots or Cuban revolution). In most cases, the
more everyday anstances, there is no way to justify it It as the
source of most every crime committed today (spouse abuse,
rape. gang violence, etc.).
1 will curtail my ranting and raving to one last statement
Fight racasm, but also fight the agnorance from which at stems.
Thar as the larger problem wh1ch affects us all. And if you
happen to see a person or a group standing around looking

Editor·in·Chlef
The BLUESTONE, the
yearbook, is looking for an
editor-in-chief for the
1995-96 school year.
Applicants must have good
organization and
communication skills and
fundamental knowledge of
design & layout. Students
applyjng for the position
need to pick up an
application at the
BLUESTONE office located in'
Anthony-Seeger room 215.
Applications must be
returned with a resume ana
a cover letter to the office by
5:00p.~..'. ~!!b~
~·
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,
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ptssed off at the world, don't waste your time wath them. The
reason for thear anger isn't that they have yet to be exposed to
your charm. You could get hurt. Can't we all get along? Not
always.
John Dlnamore
eenlor
history

Breeze editorial policy questioned;
'known title' printed without okay
To the Editor:
I have recently encountered a Breeze editorial policy that I
do not agree with. Suffice it to say I am not a member of The
Bruz.e staff. but I was adversely affected by a Brut~ edatorial
decision.
In Monday's issue. Laurel H11l wrote a letter to the edator
about her candidacy for Student Go,·emment Association
secretal). I had previously met wath Laurel and was ampressed
by her wallangness to improve commurucation between the SGA
and other student organizations.
I told Laurel that I would personally endorse her and she
could use my name in her leucr to The Brur.e. I specifically
asked Laurel not to use my affiliation with WXJM ns my utle in
her feller Though I openl} endorsed Laurel's candadacy. my
opinions were not necessanly a representation of the WXJM
staff. Laurel agreed not to wnte an my title as general manager
ofWXJM.
However, Th4 Bruu took the liberty to put my utle an the
letter. They did not call Laurel for approval to alter her letter. I
was told that it is Brt!ele policy to include a person's known
title. I agree if. and only if, the article is wriuen by Brt!eu staff.
No real harm was done in this satuation. I will never try to
tcll Tht! Brent! how to put out a paper. but I will say that I am
fed up with ats creativity oo paad advertisements and editorials.
Perhaps it is time to examine policies. I fear that the paper may
appear inaccessible as a medium for expression to students wath
ideas. concerns and comments . If the ads we place and the
letters we write are changed. and therefore the meanings altered.
disgruntled students will choose not to utilize this opportunity
for printed expression.
Kllra McGuirk

general manager WXJM
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In the basement or a little old building on South Main Stteet..

49 bicycles in a collage af makes and models are lined up in a

Whether
they ,re used
for basic
transportation
or ser·zous
recreation,
bicycles are
•
przcey

investments
that demand

f'O\V,

This is not a local btcycle shop, but Shenandoah HaJJ, home
of the JMU Department of Public Safety, where abandoned and
lost btcycles are impounded.
And that basement might need expansion sooner than some
might think.. There has been an increase in bike thefts over the
past five months, accordmg to Investigator Robert Baker of the
JMU Police Depan.menL
"This past semester was severe, both here on campus and in
the city. We had 17 bikes reported stolen just this fall," Baker
said. "We only had about 30 stolen, total, last year, so we are
already ahead of schedule."
Baker offered six tips for students worried about the safety
of their bicycles:

O l.....tla• ..... ...._
"Most cyclists prefer U-locks," stated Scott Martin in the
August 1994 issue of Bicycling magazine, explaining that the
increased security over a small cable and padlock make them
worth the extra money, despite their added size and weighL
In the New Yorlc T1mes last May, Bruce Weber cited an
experiment that proved a U-lock could keep a bicycle safe in
New York City's East V1llage for an eniJre weekend. If it works
in NYC, it is safe to assume it will provide enough pro(e<:lion
for the Harrisonburg cyclist.
But there are allemalives to the U-lock that can make up for
dec~ durabtlity wilh light weight and convenience.
Baker recommended when purchnsing a cable and padlock to
choose a heavy-duty, vinyl-c:o\·ered cat'lle that 1s three-fourths
inches wide and four feet in length - long enough to be run
through both wheels and the frame before being affixed lO some
stationary object.
"Often, students just loop the cable through the wheel, and 1t
is easy for a th1ef to take the en11re frame and just leave that
wheel. It would take much longer to steel a bike that has been
:
completely secured," he said.
Unfortunately, though, nothing's foolproof.
"If someone has a set of bolt cutters, they can preuy much
have any bike that they want. I have not seen any bike that can
stand up lo those," Sgt. Don Farley of the Harrisonburg Pollee
Department said.
"Mosl criminals are pretty lazy people though," he
explained. "They don't c::arry bolt cutters. They are just looking
for the bike that's easily accessible. If yours is locked, they will
probably go on to the next one."

......
........
.....
protection
.c:

0 ....

from theft

look ..... It ,... . . juet ~. .

"It's easy to say, 'I'm just gomg to run into the library and
return a book.' but you will probably run 1nto fnenc:ls and get
sidetracked. You should always lock up your brke," Baker said.
Martin's article suggested that if a rider has to leave the bike
unlocked for a short penod of time, it is best to ask someone
trustworthy to watch iL .. You can also sabotage a thief's
getaway by movi ng the shift levers so the btke isn't in gear and
undoing your front wheel's skewer and resting the fork blades
on the edge of the axle," Baker added.

Mengted and 8trlpped
perfode of time. The o'
His recommendation fo
is a heavy cable. roughly f•
A long cable can be wo
before attachment to a stati

0 Look ,.... ..... to
Bike raclcs and sign p<
avoided are railings. hamh
bike will obstruct traffic. B

••t
.....................

0 Do

le•w• . ,

The more time the thi1
appearance, the less likely
Also, leaving a bike h
weeks or even months IS aJ
"Often students will bri
only ride it once or mice,

Arti c l e by She r 1
Illustrati o n s by J
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lpped bicycles like thla one •re a common reault of leaving a bike locked outside for extended
The owner might return to eee the lock Intact but the bicycle much worH for tha wear.
bring it home at the end of the semester. when they discover it
ation for bike security in an imperfect world
is missing, they don't know how long it has been gone."
ughly four feet long, with a heavy lock.
a be woven lhrough both wheels and the fork
o a stationary object, Baker said.
o Look rour ltlka In rour room, ••~t•olallr

kato••••IM..........

sign posts are good. Places that should be
>, handicap ramps and stairwells because the
affic. Baku said.

.....-.

we r••r ltlke •nattandall for

the thief has to take the bike and alter its
the owner IS to recover 11.
bike locked outside for a period of days.
lhs is almost asking for trouble.
will bring lheir bicycle down m the fall and
t\\ice," Bwr said "By the time they go to

1 likely

"t e rri Eisenberg

'Y James Hawkins

.........-.........................................

..People get careless about locking their bikes up correctly in
the winter because they are in such a hurry to gel out of the
cold." Baker said, adding that the cold weather also causes
locks to malfunction.
He said students often hesitate to go the extra step of
bonging a bilte into an apartment or dorm room because of the
added inconvenience t>f dragging the bicycle up and down the
steps, as well as fear of mconveniencing a roommate.

..........

0 Partlolpata In "IIU'a ltlorola raglalratlon
According to Baker. only 10 percent of the approxtmately
2,500 to 3.000 bicycles on campus are reeistered tn the campus

police computer. He said the polic~ keep files dated all the way
beck to 1988. the first )e&r that the system was computcnled.
" We try to educate the campus about the importance of
registration." he said. emphas1ling that a regtstered btke can be
more eastly returned to Its owner when recovered
During the spring when the weather ts warm. the cadets carry
materials with them and regtster cycltsts on the spot
To register your bicycle. fill out a form tn Shenandoah Hall
thai gives the b1ke's senal number to campus police. Affi~ the
regtstration decal you receive to the bicycle.
" It is very difficult to get the decal off." Baker said .
Safety precautions don't end wtth the six poi nts discussed
above. In addition to echoing Baker's advtce, Martin stressed
the importance of lock.Jng your bike in a safe place. specifically
one that is both well-traveled and well-lit.
As far as overcoming the inconvemence of cold weather.
Weber's article discusses the benefits of indoor bicycle racks,
which might help to cut back on theft.
However. at this time only Village dorms and three
Bluestone dorms have indoor bicycle rocks. There are no
current plans to install more.
"Some basements are more crowded than others ond cannot
accommoclatl" a mrlc," eKplained Baker. "We have to be careful
not to obstruct safety exits."
Some would say wherever a bike IS loc ked. the more
security,lhe better.
Weber and Martin both recommended using two loclts per
btcycle. But Baker doesn't agree. "That would be overloll in
Harrisonburg," he explained. "We don' t have the problems that
they have in big ciltes. One good lock w1ll do JUSt fine here."
Some Greek Row bike owners may beg to differ. Students
living on the Row are more vulnerable to btke theft than
students living anywhere else.
" Fraternities congregate their bikes m one room by the front
door," Baker explained, ctttng 1ncreased traffic and h1gher
visibility as other conlributing factors.
"We try to educate them 10 be their brothers' keepers," Baker
continued. " We ltnow they get to know the bicycles of their
friends, and we encourage them to look out for each other's
bicycles and keep doors nearby locked. But there is not much
that we can physically do; we can't stand guard."
One might think junior Pi Kappa Ph1 brother Kevin Scanlon
wished someone had been looking out for his Trek mountain
bike when it was stolen from his fraternity house in early
,
December.
But then again. one might be mistaken.
" I feel sorry for the son-of-a-lgunlthat took my bike because
it was a piece of crap." Scanlon laughed "It had a ptece of duct
tape on lhe seat. and it was laying next to a lot of $200 to $400
ones. It was really a piece of crap, and I was JUSt hoptng that it
would last unul graduation."
Sigma Phi Epsilon member Steve Verson satd his bic}cle
was probably stolen by some drunk person wandering down the
Row in the early morning hours one weekend
Hts bike had been registered and wa$ secured with a U-lock
to the bike rack in front of the fraternity house.
"The funny thmg is that freshman year my btke was stolen
right out of my suite. But I guess tt' s not so funny that I have to
walk everywhere now." Verson satd
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They say that architce&ure ts ltl(c
frozen music. They ny that a great
dancer is poetry in marion.
They say a lot or thing,, and
personally I have never been inclined
to believe lhem. A building. aner all.
defeats itself
when it auempti
to be somethtng
Olher than a
building (especially if it tries to be
fro1en mustc - whatever that is).
Each an form is distinct and works
best when tt finds those t ht ngs
imegrnl to itself.
If you agree. you mtght lind it
interesting to check out Gwenyth
Scally's show at Zirkle House. 'The
Feminine Octopod." Scally works
with both painting and sculpture. and
allhough she physically combines the
two. it is clear that 11he understands
the principle of diVISion or labor. She
is a visual anist and shows herself as
an anisf who approaches her work
from a purely visual standpoint. The
themes she works with are
unspeakable - they can only be
dea.Jl with as tmagc~.
Even a cursory examination of the
show will reveal some prominent.
recurnng tmages, making it
important to see every work in
relation to the othc~
The overall mood they develop is
one of mystery. primi&ivc power and
organtcism coupled )lllt.h excellent,

restrained technique:
The tmage of the octopus is one of
the obvious ones, revealed both
humorously. as in "The Feminine
Octopod," or wilh a sen)e of awe. as
in "The Curtain.'' where the animal
noats above dancing. celebratory
humans.
Scally's use of these tma~es is
parr of a clearl>
female -centered
per~pective that
beyond
goes
Stmple examinations of sexuality and
gender definitions. She seems to be,
in many works. reachtng back tnto a
kind of cultural unconscious. The
octopus. for instance. is an animal
wi th associations of extreme
alien ness. But 11s more speci ric
anributes- it's all·surrounding prip,
its associations with deep waters clearl y bring to mind the womb. In
"The Curtain" this $ymbol of binh
communicates an almost mystical
sense of ecstasy.
•
The exhibit's central work- that
·is, the one at the center of the room
- is '11le Feminine Octopod" itself,
a ceramic and watercolor sculpture
depicting an octopus gripping a fork
and sticking tt into its body.
This scene involves opposiuon the animal is an organic system of
smooth curves, the fork is a stratght.
sharp piece of metal. Scolly solves
thts problem by wrapping the
octopus's tentacle in a S!>iral pauern.
creating a space where the shape of
one part of the sculp~.ure i. dependent
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'The Feminine Octopod,' made from ceramic and watercolor, depicts an octopus gripping a fork and
sUcking ft fnto Its body. H Is the central art piece In Gwenyth Scally's exhibit at Zirkle House.
oo the other part, even though the
fork ~ti ll prOJeCtS at an audacious,
acute angle mto the sky. It's a little
bit wacky but also a lillie bit
dtsturbtng (which i s :1 good thing)
and all the more 'IO because of the
coo l. clinical detail in which it is
devclopt:d
The human fi&ure t!> another
tmage that appears in many stages of
development throughout the show. It

ranges from the sttck ftgur~s in
"Sexture" to the massively detailed
fold'i of " Handle I" or the whtmsy of
'The Sacred Ve~sel (Pot Wllh Tits).''
"Pnnt" ts an tntercsllng vtston of
the human body
Thts btg
oil/cnamellinl. can,as explode) with
an extremely warm yellow and the
vaguely defined ~hares ol '"onwn
tmprinted in CJCtremely ftnc.
extremely detailed black paucrnll

The work as a whole re semble5
nothing so much ru, humans caught tn
a nuclear explosion - in the instant
hefore total distntegruuon matter 1
reduced to patterns of light. Tht'i ·~ a
mysterious piece. forcing the \IC\\Cf
tnto a sudden identification "llh the
mo\1 lx!'ic dclatls and le"<ture' ot the

body.
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Music faculty presents mix of sounds, songs
Unique concert to bring together vocalists and instrumentalists
by Karen Bit.z
staff writer
Music and song are expected to go together. But, music
faculty members are presenting this duo in a rare way.
On Jan. 20 in Wilson Hall Auditorium, about 13 members of
the music depanment will present Voice Plus, a combined
effort, which tnvolves bolh vocalists and instrumentalists who
will make up an orchestra.
II will be the first performance of its kind at JMU.
This is less common than the average concen of a soloist
with a piano accompaniment, according to Associate Professor
of music Eric Ruple, a member of the comminee which chose
who would perform.
" The effect is almost a duet or story between t_wo
instruments. We think it is enjoyable because the faculty i s able
to do a little more interplay between instruments," he said.
Associate Professor of Music James Kluesner. who will
perform in the show said, "There aren't that many great pieces
of literature with this setup. A voice perfoflllllnCe accompanied
by an orchestra is a rarity, •· he &at d.
Tbe participants are proud 10 be included In this unique show.
"It is considered a real honor to be asked to perfor m. and
panicipants are encoura,ed to give their own ideas. We try to
make it a little more pol ished than a regular performance,"
Ruple said.
Perfonrle'..S ire d105cn
't~e M&Sterpiece Season Commiuee

by

for music, a panel of six music faculty members.
Ruple added that although many faculty members give solo
performances during lhe year, this gives the faculty a chance to
come together without as much pressure with the spotlight not
soley on them.
Kluesner said. "It's always a pleasure to get together with
colleagues that we don't normally have an opportunity to
perform wilh.''
Kluesner will be playing the trumpet to Bach's Janchzet Gott
in "allen Landin.'' Music Professor Sally Lance will be singing
along.
lt

There aren't many great
pieces of literature with this
setup. A voice performance
accompanied by an orchestra is
. "
a rarzty.
James Kluesner

The pair performed thi s piece together several years ago in a
production in Wilwn HaJJ.
Associate Professor of Music, Roben M cCashin. will b
conducting a small chamber orchestra to accompany the duet.
Other pieces featured in the performance are Shubert's
"AAuf dcm Strom" and "Ocr Hin auf dem Felson" and Ravel's
"Chansons Madecasses."
This performance is the second in the Masterpiece Series
sponsored by the music department.
"We try to create performance ideas that are not quite so runof-lhe·mill for the benefit of the audience." Ruple said.
Proceeds from the series go back into the program. Any profit
goes towards musical $Cholar.;hips.
The music depanment faculty and the Masterptcce Season
Committee highly encourage all members of the JMU and
Harrisonburg community to come out and enjoy this rare style
concert.
Admi ssion for students is S6. Non-students will be charged
$8.
Til~ masterpi~ce

suits willftoturt tltree tvc>IIIS in total
/994-95 sclrool y~nr.
Tl~ first rurfon11a11c~ irr the seric>s was a m~dley of ertcort'S
featuring about tllrtt-quorttrs of til~ music faculty. Tlte e••ertt
was so t-tc>ll-received that it may become ar1 annuall!\'l!fll.
Musical Jolu!s: It 's Okay to lAugh;,. tit~ Mtuic Hall will be>
foto/f"ifo~.• JtowiU•~ffUIIkt •I' of
~·ltgll
This tl'c>lll will take> pine~ ort April Fools' Day.
durirtg
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'Legends' receives one thumb up, one down"The plot is fairly
predictable but takes a
tum toward the
unexpected in the last
15 of 131 minutes,
thereby becoming one
of 1994s best
pictures. "
-Brent Bowles

A

rarity the se day s i s a drama that
doesn't core about pacing, length or any
other confines to good cinematic storytelling
and just takes all the time It needs to tell a
story. not trying to overstate it with action or
nair. " Legends of the Fall" is a mognal'icent
generational epic that tells the story of a
family's survival throughout war, peace and
tragedy. in just such a way.
The plot Is fairly predictable but takes a
fabulous tum toward the unexpec1ed in the last
15 of its 131 minutes, thereby becoming one of
1994's best picrures.
At the center of this story is a SURVIVOR.
Tristan Ludlow, a character who leaves his
family only to find they are his sole
redemption. is played by Brad Pitt, an actor
who finally acts and stops moping around the
screen. Pill delivers a strong but not overly
forceful performance and manages to inject a
great deal of emotion in his stoic demeanor.
Tristan's younger brother Samuel. played by

No maner how much
the actors·here try,
they're still stuck with
fairly one-d_imensional
characters...,
11

H

I

-Michael Robinson·
Henry Thomas. is engaged to the ravishingly
beautirul Julia Ormond. Susannah, who herself
secretly loves Tristan. Get it?
Once Samuel is killed in World War I,
Ormond runs the gamut of emotions from A to
Z and hardly ever stops cryina, even when she
sleeps with Tristan and later marries the third
Ludlow brother Alfred.
Aidan Quinn has a tough time with some of
Alfred's mundane dialogue and never retlly
establishes a strong screen presence until the
last I 0 minutes.
The film's best performance comes from the
venerable Sir Anthony Hopkins, a consistently
powerful actor who carries great prestige
without even delivering a line. He plays the
patriarch, an embittered ex-soldier who resents
the establishment that once commanded him.
Another possible Oscar nomination comes
for director Edward Zwick, who helmed the
superb Civi l War drama "Glory" in 1989. and
PLOT page 23

a movie that has gained as mUch aiUcaJ and Louise" and ''A River Runs Through lt."
The ocher membeB Q( tbe family are played
acclaim and as many award nominaiions as
Edward Zwick's "Legends of the Fall," it's well. Anthony Hop_ki~ gi~ the standard great
fairly surprising that the movie itself is such an Anthony Hopkins performance as the father
until his character has a stroke panway through
overblown mess.
And it isn' t just your average overblown . the movie and spends the rest or it sounding
mess either. It's a globe-spanninJ'ew:~wn like Popeye and looking like an elderly Jim
mess. At one point Brad (my hair"'l 10!1'C to Carrey. Aidan Quinn is good as the eldest
look different in every single s~) -,itt's brother. AIf~ and Henry Thomas is decent in
character packs up and heads off to BOnleO, or the thankless rOft of the youngest brother
New Guinea or Sumatra or somewhere. Why? whose sole poinc : ii~ movie is to die so that
Because, according to some stereotypical his brothers mat fight over who gets his
Indian mumbo jumbo. he has the spirit of a fiancee SuUonih. •
bear, and it is in his nature to dO so. Uh, okay.
Julia C>rinOQ4 ~ be a good actress, but
Whatever.
she's stuck in a rQ*f~ her character is littJe
He most likely acts like such a whacko more than an ~~ tier character's sole point
because his parents name-d him Tristan. His in the film is to be hieltd after by all the male
other brothers got names like Alfred and characters. h'a4hd'~,.._ ot female role that
Samuel, but he got saddled with the name should be done-~ Mill· 1M that seems to be
Tristan for the rest of his life. Pitt's the case with alt dttM \:11.-.cters. No matter
performance is fine. but he essentially plays the how much th«;
here try, they're still stuck
same Brad Pitt character tl\at he's perfected with fairly one-<limensionaJ
characters. And the
I .
.
over the past few years in movies like '1'helma
..
ACTORS page 23
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Management. Opportunitlies!
Paramount's Kincs~mlnion in Richmond, Virginia
.
is currently seeking managers
to operate food locations in the park
for the 1995 operating season. '"

Management positions offer excellentpe)lefits:
•

·

.

t~t
"'
p

lr

•

• Great pay plus bonus program.
. >.. , ,. ·st
..
• Earn internship credit while getting paid. -·
• Opportunity ~'?~ra.te your own f;x>~ ~clli.fy. .
.
nence.
~ -....,
~ .,,.l'
• Valuable worlt
• On-the-job tr~
.
•~
~,
r
_..._
II

"

.....

•

uTo fmd out more atX:fut the management
nitiej,
sign up for an interview by
Wednesday, January 25 at Career Services.
Please drop off your resume at the time you sign up.

h1

~,.

,~

:. .•

Inte.t.V•

~

. .: . .

twill be held. on

Thesday, Januar~ , from 8:30 a . ~ .
at the JMU Career Service Center.

rt1

~ ~1

.!tilt \-

For more informa(jOI), can Paramount's Kings D)>rb!nfcln
Resale Division at 804/876-5285.
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story they're in
.
guide$ "Lcaends of qte fall" with the
doesn'J help much.
same finn hand. As .~ Jale. ba~d on
"Legends of the
deJftie to which ic comes orr the canvas is as imponani.~-the a novella by Jim Harrison ~ develop~.
we begin to sec how imponant time is
Fall" has one mai n
colors lnd lhe lh.pes lbcmlelves.
to a multigenerotion:~l famify c:pic like
probl~m in that it
This ca ~ ~ ~Pfimilive energy and power or a wO'rk
suffers from an
or, ln diC leU h~~~ Sbnlre... obscure the cootent by being , thi~ . There seems to be l>Omething
missing dunng the lilm's first hour.
eJuremely weak story.
too ememc. nis-.wott 6eedal.0101e restraint- rortunately the
exception; noc me ruJe.l ·-. £ ' n ·
eild as the famil y g row~ and
h ' s too condensed,
generauons evolve. binh and death
tod st ripped down
There is also Jlle ()ftasional breakout of unnecessary
comins hand in hand. it is precisely
and so sprawling that
Jimmickry, a.$ in "'WMI~O Adventurous Sensuous Vixens,'1
it never quite gels. A
where a realisticalty1 ~1ed face is nestled in the Peiip~ • the passage of time that lessen:\ the
slory on this scale
section or the newspaper. E ther the point of this is so ob
J earlier c:n~ olional distance from the
cnnnot be told in two
10 be heavy-handed (every pclfiOUI ad is about a real
• ·' characters.
Like "Glory." Zwa ck ilnd
hours. It j us t isn' t
with a real race. etc.), or f missed it eruirely.
..:;
cinematographer John Toll . whose
possi ble without
Fortunately, the majority of the works are much Jess obYiew.,
exquisi te,
deeply
shadowed
characters suffering.
muc:f1 mcxe interesting. "Pods," in particular, sums up the ...,
photography deserves l\n Aco\lemy
and therefore making
of the show as a whole. These pods are odd, simple • ..,._ wilh
the story su ffer as
odd. simple symbols on them - there's not, in fact. au:lr~'sar. Award, have created one of the most
fabulous battle o;eque nces ever
well.
about them except that they' re extremely puu.Jinl' ~~
commiued to film.
For eu mple.
pots
or bowl$ or aJIIS.•They'" noc birth sacs. They'~atfrili'O~
all.
-;-..
ick' s last movi&,.
Even bener than Zwick's batt le ~~~!
chon:ography as the work of composer
was "Glory," and tfle- 1
They' re the earthenware of an another planet, which is
James Homer.
•
ghost of that fil m
exactly what ~ att should be. roughly - something that
s hows
up
in
The success of "Legertds of the ~=:!!{
creates or implieS MOChcr world on lhe other side of lbe ~.
Fall's" superb ensemble depends ...:
" Legend's" World
Scally has taken us to the beach. let us put our ear to the sbtll
War I scenes.
and hear the sounds of ibC Feminine Octopod.
almost entirely on 'its musicaHI~~~
accompamment , wathoul Horner's.
These scenes are
soaring music, all of the drnm:ui
impressive.
and
they're the highlight
grandeur would be hopelessly lost
of the film. But the
Homer's soundtrack keeps low, never
dirrerence between
dominatmg the actaon and
overblowing the drama but
"Glory" "'
and
heightening everything immeasurably.
"Legends of the Fall"
is that in ~G lory"
This is without n doubt the best film
JAMES llA WKINS'-wtiur artiJt there was emotional
score of the year.
invol vement. We
"Legends of the Fa ll " may not
interest many. being that it is a western and all, but director cared about the charocters. We were moved by their story. and
Zwick manages to grab perfectly lhe, fami ly drama, gtviflg us we were truly saddened when they died. This doesn' t happen in
scenes of great power and beauty culminating in a knockout "Legends." The characters fail to move us emotionally in the
finale.
way they should In a story of this scale.
The performances are good all across the board, and with
They are so stripped down they become stock characters, and
such rapturous beauties as Ormond, the guys may be able to we can' t care about them. Nothing that happens to them is
•
''
aiO.f
......... . . w•
I I
I
balance out the inevitable female ga-gas over Pin. Everything in panicul:~rly exciting or interesting, and none of their deaths are
·
~ . naCKI ~stoflphotofl.:rlJphu
stride. this is really g~. 6ne of the year's best pictures and an shocking or moving.
Gwyneth Sc8lty - - . - - t . WOib. To the left
example of how good storytelling deOes lhe materialcsque
I wanted to like this movie. I really did. But things don't
'H8ndlell,• iincf IIi the right Ia 'The CUrtllln.'
·
conventions or Hollywood and just lets us watch.
always live up to our expecuuions.
Texture ia ·~~naent of most or tbe werks. ln.
WS~".
~~the paint i1 epp!ied ~II$

~.
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Explore the Possibilities

Rusfi ALPHA K:APPA Psi
Co-ed Business Fraternity

-

AKW

Thursday
AK'P
Informational
Meeting
Taylor 305
8:00 p.m.

19

Sunday

9--11:00 p.m. 7:00p.m.
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'

101~10
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Watch for information in
upcoming editions of The Breeze
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Frida)lillll ~.
Wednesday Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Bid
Gameroom Professiooal Invites sent INVITE
Speaker
Extension
out for Wine ONLY:
Taylor
Taylor402
Wioe&
&Cheese
Hall
ProfossiOIIIJJ

D~TINGG

Saturday
Mardi Gras
Happy
Hour
1441 -G
Devon Ln
(Squire
Hill)
5:00p.m.

find the

liGHT

Friday

'
I•

(MwtiMac.)
7:30p.m.
Projusiontll
dress

I For more infonnation or rides contact Rush Chair Tina Uperti x5549 I
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WALKT()·· -.·. . .
2,3,4 and 5 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
4,5,6,7,10 & 15 BEDROOM HOMES
10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS
Contact Or. D . Crai

Smith for further information.

8:00 a.m. - 10:00

.m.
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Have your
customers
left you in
the dark?
Find the light I
Check out BNIU
Advertising
For rate iDf()IIDitiOD call
Jonathan Rhudy at

58-'127

Tune in next time for more from PAPA!
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by Adam Foldenauer
staff ~r~itt
---"r._______

er since head COIICtr~!~ _Driesell arrived
at
.lle~a;btef{ ~
~~an out-of·
coruerence, in-state nvalry, He's no'" got one
with V1rgrn1a Commonwealth Universaty.
TM Duke~ squandered an 18-poant second·
half lead but escaped w1th a 64--62 victory over
VCU Wednesday n1ght at the Convocation
Center
"We can't seem to put an)bod} away."
Driesell said, "But we came through at the end
and won. and that''>\\ hat we pia); fOt. We don't
play to see ho1\ prell) we look. t's a great win
for us."
Sen1or forward J,.otis .Rowe h1t four foul
shots in the game's fin:tf 1: 17to secure the win
for JMU. Rowe finiShed with 19 po10ts LO lead
all scorers.
" I knew I was goang to make I the fou l
shots).'' Rowe sa1d "I felt confident. If 1 make
them the team will wi14 11¥1 ihal's the situation
I want to be in."
The win avenges ,seasqn peni~g 88-73
loss at the ha nds of VCU Ia-. year in
Richmond.
The Dukes led 38-23 at the half but went
cold in the second session. Down Sl-37, VCU
sprinted out on a 14-0 run as the Dukes went
10 minutes wathoot sconng.
JMU shot 42.9 percent from the noor after
halftime. while completing 52 percent of its
shots in the first half.
" I don't know if it was a let-up in the second
half or what," said senior guard Kent Culuko,
who finished with 13 points. "These was a lid
on the basket for awhile. We weren't taking
our time, and we went one-on-one too much."
VCU guard Sherman Hamilton kept the
Rams close early, scoring VCU's first nine
poants - all from behind the three-point arc.
Seven m1nutes elapsed before another Ram got

into the scoring column. as forward Marlow
Tally's layup at 12:59 cut JMU's lead to 1~,11.
Pressure defen~ paid positiVe dividend'lfS>r
the t4J~es. M, ~)' forced th~ Rams iDif~sjx.
ftdl.llllr tr.DaWW. 'On. \\ hich was etpe41i" )l
electrifying.
With 36 seconds left 1n the h:llf, sophomore
guard Ryan Culicerto swatted away a VCU
pass. Freshman guard Jantes Pelhom tapped the
loose ball bac)O to <!uliceno. who swaued it•
nh~d ..40 juruor jlo.nt guard Darren MCt.Jntpn.
whO wa~ touled while complet1ng the p1nba)l
display with a layup.
•i
The Coavocat1on Center cro11 d of S.SQQ
wen! ~rser~. an~d McLinton's foul sbo(
prov1ded the I 'i·potnl tialft1me margrn.
McLintor'l contributed 18 points for the
mght. conven1ng on 7-of-9 shOOCJng. mcludmg
a cruc1al layup with 19 seconds.
VCU foul shooting became the Dukes· ally
down the stretch.
Sophomore center George Byrd ~~nt 1-7
from the foul l iM ilnd missed both ends of al
one-and-one with seven seconds left and the
Dukes up b)l three. VCU shot 4-for-1 J as a
team from the four line.
Driesell said JMU was looking to send the
Rams to the line.
"We wanted to foul," Driesell said.
'They'n; not a v~ good free-lhrow shootmg
team."
JMU improves Its overall record to 8-5 .
while remaining atop the Colon1al Athleuc
Association with a 3-0 record.
"It does a lot for our ballclub to beat a
powerful team like VCU. It's a definite
confidence bui lder," JUnior center J ames
Coleman said. who finished with a game·high
four blocks.
The Du kes, currently on ·a four-game
winning streak. reLUm to conference play Jan.
21, when they entertrun CAA rival R1chmond
in a 2 p.m. tipoff at the Convocation Center

Metro wants to kick
out VCU, Va. Tech
L.A. Times/Washington Post ·
news service

--------~~~_.-

Five Metro Conference schools have drawn up a plan to
kick out Virginia Commonwealth University and Virginia
Tech, according to a letter faxed to Virginia
Commonwealth's president
Orig1nally, Umverslly of North Carolina Charlotte,
Tulane. Southern Mississippa and South Aorida wue ,
e.xpected to resign from the Metro to form pan of a new
~~ren~.
•
Instead, they want to e.x~l the VlrJinia schools and ·a~ •
C1nc1nnati, Memphis, Del:i8ul. Marquette. St. Lou1s, •
Alabama-Binningham and Hovsten to form u expan(fed
Metro for the 1995·96 season. the leuer said.
UNC Charlotte Chancellor J.H. Woodward's letter was
sent to VCU President Eugene P. Trani Friday. Virginia
Tech heard about the plao later in the da} from VCU
officials.
VCU and Vir111nia Tech say they will not be pushed
a.'lidc w1thout res1~tance. "We plan to do \\ hatc\'er 11-e ha\ e
to do to protect our rights." Virgtnia Comm1.mweallh
Athletic Dtrector Richli'd L Sander said.
AdJtd VlriJIIlra 'lecb AI) O.&,·e Brame: "Tius Ulll\'el~lt}~'
will not go quietly.''
·
Orflcinls lrom both schools "'lttl they were considering
legal actiun. Trani said he would like the NCAA to
mtervene.

MAGGIE WELTERf1t-11i,, plrmu~:rapllttr
Junior guard Darren Mcllnton lays the ball In over a VCU player Wednesday night
at the Convocation Center. Mcllnton finished the game with 18 points.

Search for football coach begins
JMU defensive coordinator becomes first to interview for job
Colbert. 47, has been at JMU
for four years. In' addition to
sports editor
coaching jobs with the
The phone in JMU Athletic Director Don Lemish's office "is
Washington Rcdskins and the
ringing off the hool," he said Monday, as JMU begins its search
Baldmore Colts. Colben became
for a new head football coach to replace Rip Scherer.
the nation's youngest college
Jim Pletcher. who has served as JMU defensive coordinator
head football coach in 1970
for the last I0 }ears, became the first individual to officially
when he was h1red by Gallaudel
interv1ew for the Job Wednesday
Unrvers1ty.
Pletcher. 4-t, also sen es as linebackers coach. Before
He also sen ed a!. baseball
worklng under Scherer. he wlls defcnsil·e coordinator for former
coach at Oh1o Wesleyan and
JMU coach Joe P\Jwcll. and h1s defenses mnled m the top 20
Colgate Unwcr~ll~
m DH i)IOO I -AA fro.;, 198.'i-199().
" I th1nl.. thnt e1 en cnnch
"It was a Vet} good inten1ew," Lemish said ''He's a stron~
''ould hl..e to tx: n hc::td c:o.1ch,··
cnndicbte."
Colbert sa1d.
Jim Pletcher
"There ore Sl)llle good places
JMU President Ronald Comer. ExccUU\'C Assocuue Athleuc
and -;omc hi1d place~ to h:n c the J<lb, and th1s IS a ~<)(l(J place."
Director Brad Babcocl and Lem1sh will inleT\ iew candidates
W11h the f-eb. I NCAA ~~~IIIII£ da~ for high ~L"hool r\'Crult\
and choo~c \\ho W11l1;1ke the helm of JMU's football progr.un.
No other cand1datcs hu\ e been publicly named ns possihlc
oppronchmg. Lenmh would lt!..c to lind a nc'' conch soon
Recruits toured the campu~ la!>t \\CCI..cnd. tlJld wbrlc he !.aid the
succe~sors for Scher4.'1''s job. Lem1sh declined to name nn)
1isit went smoothly. the rcca\lit-. "als~l wont to l..now \\hO their
specific md11 1duul~ he hns contacted. saying. "We '' 111 he
Ctllll.'h I<;"
cunsidcrrng i nte01.1l .md e\tcrnal cnntltclatcs. ··
Scherer. '' hn :\l"t'l'ptcd tlw hcnd co:lC"htnf:! ioh nt f\.lc!llph1~
A hhouvh M~·mph1o; l'ni' cr~ll~ "1"'-'l' tfJt'llll~ '' ant~·tl a IPPthall
Univcr.;il) on 1'11dt1} . rccommcnucd both l'k1chc1· nnu Jf\lll
C(lUCh \\ tth llfl'\ Hill'> C\IWIIl'IWl' hl';llhllg a fu,llilatl ll'.llll Or
offcn'>i' c coordmator Hnh (\llhl:rt fo• hi~ fo11m·r position.
'l'rl'int: :'' .111 oft,·n,iH' •'l••w.linatm. I cmbh ,.rid .lf\11 i~ not
Al. ol Wcdnc~d:1\. ('oll.lcll hutl Unl bct:n Cl.llllllc.:ted b} l...cml 'h
mal..lng p.uHcular li mitutt~llb "" potential c;wdtu.u.-:;.
to interv1cw for the' position, although he saitl he would like to
"We're lool..111g for somebod) we bchc\'c cnn lead U1> 10 a
be considered.
•·• ••
• • · - - - - - • - • ---- • - -nurional chnmpwnship but 1o; dcdu;ated to our progmm," he said.

by Alison Boyce
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Killed bya drunk driw.:1011 February 27.1994, on Bd/ Blvd
111 Cedar Pa1-k, TtxaS.
If you don't SlOp )'OUr rnend from dnvmg drunk, who will? 0o whatever h takes.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

Did you know it is
cheaper to li:ve at

Ashby Crossing
than on Campus?
Come in
cost

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

PANAMA CITY BlEACH

-

•Double beds available

DAYTONA BEACH
I{EY WEST

1235-F Devon Lane
· Harrisonburg, VA 22801

.432-1001
Office hours:
M-F 9-5
Sat. 10-4

• PER PERSON DEPENDING ON DESTINATION I BREAK OATES I LENGTH OF STAY.

f~$:00~SUNelt~S·E:

TOl:l. F.RE·E· fNFo.IW4TION & ·J ¥St&lv.TIONS

Scherer a class act both on and off field
Willa,.,.....,.

JMlJ )aid foadJIII ca.ch Rip
He answered all my questions without
Schaer w.s hh.cl by die IChool in December rancor lh8t day and all the others in the two
1990.11ib squad wu areeted upon its return
seasons to follow, even when they dealt with
fn. 1118 laolcliay break with a special ~t
unpleasant subjects.
- a6:4Sa.m. pl-~know-yousasion.
There were a few bad losses 1n the 1993
Tu muaa1c came in loud and clear. season where Scherer could have easily placed
Schenuru ready to aec down to work, and his some blame on key players who made big
players lleaer be prepared to do the same. As
mistakes. I don't even need to go through my
he told.Jiii! Bre'u in the Jan. 10, 1991 issue: "I
files to know he never once did. I'm not sa}ing
don't"-" what's been done in the past, and
those players didn't get an earful on the field or
to be ..-he honest with you I can't concern
in the locker room from the coach, but the
mysdf witb what's been done in
..• I
pomt is, the cnliCJsm stayed private.
\vant totJUild a real sense of fami•Y•:II!I'~u::
Scherer took.:f~l responsibility for any and
family _.,.phere. I want our guys
all losses, anct..,ben there were big wins,
pis hilt and work to reach them."
passed the
on to his players. He
Thole who have had the opportunity
never blamed
the fact thal the Dukes
Rip Scblrer know these are not empty
were on the
of the field. the
When Scherer ...------~-.~-----"'!!ii~Mi•--llll't way the sun
announced he
was
in
was lening for
alignment with
M e m p h i s
the planets, etc.
Unive~. JMU
Believe me,
didn't• justa
coaches and
lop-notdl coach,
athletes can
It also loll a lopcome up with a
noccb i.tiwldual.
million and
Excuse me if
one reasons as
I gel a little
to why they
sentimental here because Scherer's
have lost a prne. usually neglecting
obvious - the other team played
Friday was incredibly well-deserved
traJedy. JMU 's newest restructuring
earned thattille only hours earlier.
I'll never forget Purdue basketball coach
If you spend enough time covering
Qeno Keady after JMU beat the Boilermakers
however, ~ou sadly realiz.e there aren 't~ . -in earty December. Purdue had just finished a
tournament trip to Alaska, so a loss to the
individuals in the college athletic ranks witb
these *-Is.: And 1t only makes you appreciate ,. Dukea wasn 't out of the quest1on, and team
coacba like SCherer even lllOI"e.
.,.
weariness would have been an acceptable
I covered my first JMU football game in-t: excu.e for a loss.
1993. the annual Purple-"' Gold scrimmaae
Keady instead said be didn't know how
held at tbe completion of spring practice. Being Chi!"P were at JMU, but at Purdue. they were
a freshman at the lime, I'm sure l asked a
gelling ready for finals. I don ' t mean any
number of stupid. blunt questions in the~· disrespect to Keady's university, but I doubt
game interview with Scherer. I think I even
the scholar athletes of Purdue's basketball team
menuoned how JMU's defense had been the
were thmk.JOg about Biology IOithat n1ght
worst in 1-AA fOO(baJI the previous season, u
He also t1pped his bat lO JMU. saying the
if Rip didn't already know that
• win was good experience for the Dukes to play

FILE PHOTO

Rfp Scherer chata with WSVA aportscuter Mike Schlkman following JMU'e defeat
of DeiNareln October. The Duk•flnlehed the season 1()..3.

against Big Tel' competitiOn. Thanks, coach.
How about some sour grapes with your \\hine
and cheese?
When the football team was preparing to
meet Marshall University in the quanerfinals of
the NCAA playoffs. a local West Virgin1a
columnist wrote a story msinuating Scherer had
been verbally professing his disrespect for
Marshall's team to h1 s coach1ng staff. The
writer had an unnamed source for this bit of
interesting information.
I can'ttell you bow many press conferences
I've sat through where Scherer sajd, " I have
great respect for lfill -in·the-blank o pposing
coach! and the1r program." He's said 11 so
many limes at became humorous. at least unt.al

JMU lost to Northeastern in the final regular

season game this year. Thru loss fulfilled a Rip
prophecy he made to me before the 1994
season started. "I think the minute you think
you're over the hump, that's when you're set
for a big fall. ..
The West Virginia writer could not have
been more inaccurate, and Scherer let the press
know that following JMU 's loss to the
Thundering Herd.
"I'm proud of our guys," Scherer said about
his team. " I wouldn't trade them for any team
1n the country. T hey have heart, they have
chai'Bi:ter, they have toughness. and they did
everything we asked."
You could say the same thing about h1m.

DukeS easilY take down 1Hbe for conference win
by Jerry Niedzialek
staffwritu
Senior Night was a posiuve one for the JMU
wrestling team a.s it easily rolled past W1lliam
&. Mary on Tuesday evenjng at Godwin Gym,

30-9.
The Dukes used two forfeits and mspira~~
from the return of head coach Jeff "P•••..,..av...Bowyer to defeat the Tribe Bowyer ..... ,, ....n.
facial bums during a small fire in his
Jan. 8. and Tuesday marked his return to
team.
The victory improves JMU's record to S-4
overall and 2·0 in conferenc:e play. Bowyer
said not to be dcc:e1ved by the nonconference
record. boWevw.
"Ptayi. .'dlrtmely tough teams will help us
step up tit conference play anii later 10 the·
season," he said..., never like to call losses
quality onea, but they definitely gave us
experience and will help when we play our
nvals."
That uperience showed Tuesday as the
team won by 21 points and individually won
SC\ en of the I0 m:uche5. Bo\\ >cr g;t\ c mrn:h of
of the credit to assistant coach Ken Herceg.
who co..Che.d JMU during Bowyer's ablence.
The tughlight of the night came when senior
heavyweight Bob Ham1lton made the only pin
of the night, taking down William & Mary's
MIKE HEFFNERipflntn ~itnr
Ben Goodman.
JMU aophomore Ken Roeal controls William & Mary's P.J. Cameron Tuesday night In the 118-pound dlvlelon. Rosel emerged
Hamilton's v1ctory was the icing on the cake
for a solid night for the Dukes but was not the vlctorlous with a10-5 declalon, while the Duk.. handily defeated the Tribe. 30-9.
only bright spot for them. Other positives were
mixed emot1ons and was not totally satisfied.
experience by playing the quality opponents
rest of the year," Bow)'er said. ··we looked
126-p<1l"'\.:i junior Pete Sm1th and 118-pound
" I had two mce takedowns that got points."
We're winning good as a team now." he sa.ad.
good the past two matches and are startmg to
sopbomtJre Ken Ross1. who both won easily.
Ross1 sa1d. ~1 did not dominate as much as 1
The squad appears to feel self-assured going step up and mature."
Smith easily beat h1s opponent, shutting out liked to, but I'll take it"
into conference play, with the team havi ng
The Dukes will next visit Lexington to
He also spoke of the earlier opponents as
seven semors lending their experience.
compete in the V1rgima State Championships.
Eric K.artins 6-0.
(4~Q!Jplfl00,¥1nJlQand2J.
I I I I· I I
Rossi defeaJcd. PJ. CamtfQI\, lQ-$ tM l\ll4 , • p(,i\a f\rtljp( , Ritlf' l~flij'1Jit 't'W•'4;,~ ·,····•a.rF"•' · ~"'Iltt¥4f.am ~··<i~lf..abov!Jthe
1,

I! I I' • •
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• Summer Session: June 2- July 28, 1995
• Interdisciplinary Creative Writing concentration or
"Traditional" Semester in London courses
• 9-12 credit hours may be earned
~

, • Trip to Ireland open to all participants
• Fall Semester: Sept. 1 - Dec. 1, 1995
• Spring Semester: Jan. 26 - Apr. 26, 1996
• 12-15 credit hours may be earned, in Art History,
English, History, Music, Theatre. and Special Topics
taught by the JMU Faculty Member in Residence

DRUNK DRMNG DOESN'T JUST KILL
. DRUNK DRIVERS.

• Weekend excursions to Stratford, Bath, and?????

•****Applications for all sessions due February 1 •••••

Al~ l>ro.U,

killed 3117/JI a.tl~lpm.onRobbins Rd., HaJ"WWt. AL.
Next time your friend insista on driving drunk, dQ wha~r it takes to
stop him.
8eeause if he kills innocent

-

For mote information caB:
The OfBce of International Education x6419
Douglas Kehlenbrlnk, Director, SIL x8971

SHOOT YOURSELF ! SHOOT YOURSELF !
Anyone interested in putting
personal pictures of friends.
parties. road trips. etc~ in the
yearbook. please drop them
by the ~luestone office. in
Anthony--Seeger 215
by Friday. Jan. 20. .
Please sub111it creative.
interesting· photos. but nothil)g
too stereotypical.
The photos will be returned.
If there are any questions
.call Hani or Val at 568--6541.
SHOOT YOURSELF! SHOOT YOURSEL~'
- .
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ew year bi-ings fitneSs resolutions
The search for the perfect body hits hi6b. gear as campus facilities see increase in use
by bcW Woodall
sill/[ wri~r

·

'JlC some students, the hortor of

dJd!tGUit classes and an increased
~ highlipt lhe lqinnioa Of
t ~w semester. F.or ottiers. tbe
bi*nlr of fitti na into a swlmsuh for
:;_;;break is a much more present

ll'f the new year again, and with it

CC)met everyone's favorite

ti me to

sra1 losing weight, gelling in shape

alii begin exercisins.
All these old New Year' s
r4110lwtions have Oodwin Wellne.ss
~. Loga n Fitness Center and
Hlhide Fitness Center workifts hard
to helP students meerlheir goals.
In fact. the Wellness Center has
beca extra bu~y recent ly with
stbdents coming in to wortc off those
~calories from holiday parties.
i '1etween all those pt9ple who
ha.e made New Year's resolutions
and those who are tryma to flt baciC
ineo lbeir bikinis and baitliftl soirs for
spring break, use is definitely up in
the Wellness Center, and it will
continue to rise," said Godwin
Recreational Activities employee
Nancy Gross, who works the desk at
the Wellness Center.
ftleshman Seijra Toogood said, "1
ma4e a New Year's resolution to
woil out at the Wellness Center
since it is right there. I've even stuck
to my resolution. I'm very proud of
myself."
Although some students may like
the Wellness Center, some prefer the
aerobic worlcouts of Hillside.

MAGGIE WELTERI.tt'nwr plmWJ:rllplltr

Studenta .t JMU'a Godwin Wellness Center wortc out on the facility's wide array of fitness machines.
"A lot more people are coming to ride the exercise bikes or spend some some, Recreationa l Activities has
do aerobics because it is getting t ime on the step mac hines. The started their spring int ramura l
colder ou ts ide, and they can•t center not only has seen an i nc~se schedule. Students can parucipnte in
exercise." said Merrills Schertzer, an of participan ts but has ex tended activi ties such as basketball and
employee at Hillside. " It also has a hours. Logan now opens at 8 a.m. on racq uetba ll , among other sports.
lot to do with people getting ready for weekdays in the hope of better There are also two JM U SkateTown
spring break."
accommodating students who may Nights coming soon. Jan. 19 and Feb.
2. fnr individuals who want to odd
Although Logan Fitness Center wont to e1tercise in the morning.
does not offer aerobics, students can
If work ir~g out as not enough for variety to their exercise programs.

P~!PE

C!~Ht. ~

SKI

&

SKATE

R. .tel Pricea

•r.. tncluded'

CHECK
OUT OUR SKI
PACKAGE DEALS

at *32901 and Up
(Side, Blndi'M18, Boots
Land Poles Included)

*Kids Rent Any Session
~day 111.00*

lleUln~l.S

W~ICI

Day ATrighr

Sll
,,,;

E•tondedOay
Ext911dtd Weeknu<f
.lvniorflfln!Ms

$21
Sll '"'YC:f'lli(lf1ft

For those students who are
especially interested in staying active
and perhaps learning a new athletic
activity. the kinesiology department
offers a range of classes desagned to
help students stay physically fit. from
skiing Lo mountain biking.
SIUdents interested in losi ng
weight -and keeping it off for good
- should not only exercise. but alter
their cnting habits.
One wuy JMU Dini ng Services
has tried to meet nullitional demands
of students is by placing info nnation
cards at 0-hall with health tips and a
bulletin board posted with nutrition~,..._ •
facts in PC Dukes.
Even tho ugh students are
frequenting the fitness centers and
eating bc11cr for the new year. some
have always known that exerd'c ic; a
gn:at thmg.
"I come to the Wellness Center
between three to four times a week.
and I do it just to keep in shape. It 's
my freshman year. and I don't ~ant
to pid. up the 'freshman 15.'"
freshman Kristin 83gby sauJ. "It's
just a great stress relief, and it is a
tame fo r me and all my friends to
come hang out together."
Junior Mike Hijar said. "I've been
li fting for six years. and I have
diabetes. Working out really helps
me control my blood sugar."
Whether a sign of the new year. or
just a sign of these health-conscious
times, students ure definitely
exercising more. Will It last? Who
knows, but one th ing is for sure:
Spring break is only si x-a nd -a-h al ~ • •
weeks nway. The swimsuit awaits.

URSELVE

~ t r.

lnterm ~dJiWl
& IWI!tghl
$11>
Wookeud
$?.1

o_,

E•t911dtd O~p

e-lendlld Wetkf'fld

$21

Advanced

i 'S

Day & TW1llghl
Weekend

S21
$26

E•lended 0.,

$26

&ttodld WIIIIIncl

$31

NEw HOURS
8 am- 11 pm, 7 Days A W eek .

Pride

Empowerment
Dignity

Respect
Integrity

r.ome Check oue our .,.,..
New 1115 Slda & Boot•
(Juat Amnd)

Salamon
Rossignol
Olin
K2
Pre
Nordica

Blizzard

Fisher
AD
Dynastar
Vokle
and Morel

SKI TIMES
Dar.
Twilight
Ext. Day
Half Day
Night

9:00-4:00
12:30-10:00
9:00-10:00
12:30-4:30
5:00-10:00

An educational support group for
Gay, Lesbian , and Bisexual Students
is currently being offered th rough t he
Counseling and Student Development Center.
Please contact us at 568-6552, or stop by
Room 199-C Wine-Price,
if you have questions or arc interested in
'•) )Y(•.(•).((t'+.•.•:.:•.•.+.t:•.(H:folnirig (tlifit groap.•.'.t.; •.1 • • • • ••• , •• • •.• • • ,
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Call The
Commons
today at

Each fully furnished
4 bedroom apartment
comes with:
• Free Cable ·television
(a $650 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV /ESPN/etc.)
• Double bed in each bedroom
• Full size washer and dryer
• 5 Telephone hookups - one in the
kitchen and one in each bedroom
• 5 Cable hookups - one in the
living room and one
in each bedroom
• Built in micro\vave oven
• Patio or balcony
• Free Water and Sewer
• Free trash pick-up
• Full-time maintenance

432-0600

and get ofT
campus
· this fall!

I

I

869-B POIU·REPUBLIC RD.
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SPORT.S HIGHLIGHTS
II. Fenton Carey. 4:37.5
Meo'sJOOO
I. Jon Schlesinger 8:53.9
Men's Diltaii!Cf., Mecl.
I. J MU, 10:26
Mea'• Shot Put
4. Sekenia Welch 1232
Women's ltt meters
2. Sakiya Haley, 26.2
Women's 400 1Dders
8. Kanie Shelton, I :05.2
Women's 800 meters
4. Sarah Manhes, 2:25.6
13. Karin Redilla, 2:36.6
Women's 1080 meters
I . Tara Powers, 3:05.4
Women's 1600 meters
I. Tracey Livengood, 5: 18.4
5. Jodie Reise, 5:27
16. JenniferOrth, 6:0.5.0
17. Jennifer Snelling, 6; 16 I
Women's Triple Jump
I. Tiombe Hurd, 12.91*

Mea's 55 mder clash
5. Chris M011an 6.65
Mia's 55 meter banlla
S. Andy Ryba (no marie)
Mea's 280 meters
3. Henry Coleman 23.0
4. k evin Melvin 23.2
6. (:hris Morgan 23.6
IS. Pat Jennings 26.2
Men's 480 meters
I. Tevis Brunson, 49.8
8. lfalik Vaugh. 56.3
9. Andy Ryba, 56.4
Men's 500 meters
3. Keith Grayson, I :07
Men's 800 meters
I. Curtis Lassiter. I :56.7
4. Chris Keams, 2:0 1.5
1. Mike Miller, 2:05.4

\.

West Point Invitational
West Point, N.Y.
Team Standlnp
JMU was eighth of 13 teams
Individual results: Championship Finals
Floor exfl'dse
I. Darin Gelach, Temple 9.65

Pommel Horse
I . Michael Sivulka, Anny 9.75
Still R ings
I. Kevin Schwartz, UMass 9.70

Top JM U: 3. Chris Golden 9.60
Vaulting
I . Ofri Porat, Syracuse 9.40

Parallel Bars
I . Jeff LaVallee, Daggeue 9.65
Top JM U: 4. Chris Golden 8.90
Horizontal Bar
I . Tony Pansy. Penn State 9.40

W~n'sLHaJamp

3. Ryan Foster. 2:35.3
6. Bill Lynch, 2:36.8
7. Aaron Johnson, 2:40.6

I. Tiombe HUrd, 5.63
Women's Dlstanc:e Mecl.
2. JMU, 12:48.7
Women's 4 x 400 Rday
5. JMU, 4:11.0
Men's 4 x 400 Relay
4. JMU, 3:23.5

Men's 1600

•JMU record

Men's 1000 meters
I. Mau Holthaus, 2:32.2

2. Jeff Menago. 4:24.4
3. Jason Brewer, 4:27.0
4. Mike Marshall, 4:28.1
6. Pat Anderson. 4:31.6
1. Ryan Mahnen, 4:33.0
8. CJ. Keller, 4:34.1
9. Jason Aletander, 4:34.6
10. Chris Allport. 4:36.3

\IL'\'s

College AthletiC Conference Men's Gymnast
of the Week for the week ending Jan 17. He is
the fi rst recipient oflhe ECAC Men's Gymnast
of the Week award for the 1995 season.
Golden scored a 9.35 on the parallel bars at
West Point on Jan. 13-14to set a JMU recoro.

All-around
I. Danny Akerman, Temple 56.40

Top JMU: 24. Anthony Petrocelli 50.25

( .' 'I" . \ ~.;

ru ·s

Golden named ECAC Men's
Gymnast of the Week
Chris Golden, ! so phomo re from James
Madison University, was named the Eastern

FE:'\(' 1:'\<;

Northwestern University
Invitational
Overa ll;

Without Forrelts With Forreits

Lc.igh Anne Martin 5-18 .217 11 -18 .379
Meredith McNe.ill 6- 19 .240 12- 19 .387

Jenna Morgan
Tara O'Sullivan
Katie Sechrist

27-5 .844 35-5 .875
8-17 .320 15-17 .469
12-11.522 11-11 .562

Total:

58-70.453 00-70 .562

Ttllm Results 0\'erall:

5 win. 5 losses (BoutS: 145-175)

\IE:\''S SWI\1\11:\C:

N.C. State 134, JMU 100
Top JMU flnlsbcrs
400 Medley Relay

2. Pozzolini 53.35. Frost 58.60. Gabriele 49.43•
(
Manning 48. I 2
._,
1000 Freestyle
I . Richard Rowland 9:48.34
lOO Freestyle
2. Ryan Frost I :44.67
SO Freestyle
2. Gion Pozzolini :21 .98
lOO Individual Medley
2. Mar._ Gabriele 1:56.03
One Meter Diving
3. Chris Lee 200.85
lOO Butterfly
2. Mark Gabriele 1:52.75
100 Freestyle
3. Gian Pouolmi 48.45
lOO Backstroke
1. Jamie Corkeu I :58.99
500 Freestyle
1. Richard Rowland 4:45.94
Three Meter Diving
3. Chris Lee 198.82
200 Breaststroke
1. Ryan Frost 2:09.30
400 Freestyle Relay
I. Manning 50. 14. Mulder 49.63, Biondo-

49.66, Dash 52.16

® PIONeen· AND CRUTCHFIELD
The Art of Enlet11fljrment

WELCOME YOU TO
.:~PIONEER

ELECTRONIC HOME PRODUCT
GIVEAWAY DAY"

··JMU

vs.

RICHMOND

poeltlon& give you t he opporWnity to Take Another Look • nd
mak~ a dlff~ In your COITlmunity.
The Office of IC:eeldence Ufe Invitee you to attend 01'14 of tt\6
lmorm6tl<1n mUtl~& lietc:d below to leam more about becomIng • reeldent advf!!Jer for t he 95-96 academic year. Thi& job will
tv:lp ~
pr'l1Ctif:11 ~II& helpi~ fellow 5tude~ ga I'TIOI"e

SATURDAY,
J ANUARY21 AT

I"'"

Mot t.n:iir ~~ence.

INFORMA110N MEETlNG SCHEOULE

2:00p.m.

McGraw~~ TV Lou~e
~le l'(.l~

Huf'fnuln :fY lounge
Wampler 1Y Lou119e

Taylor305
Huffman TV l ounge •
Cleveland TV Lounge

Attendance at ONE Information Mut4n.sl• a ~Mndatory part

of
the
Reeldent
AdY!eer• Hlectlo9ftooese.
•
t
' 1' \ \ \
1,
, .•

. ,

.

•, • •

,

1( •

YOUR CHANCE TO WIN $2,000 IN
PIONEER AUDIONISUAL EQUIPMENT

f

: ~
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IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.

anlcl1

(703)434 - 4240 .

J

(800)296- 4240

For all of your imprinted needs:

1""7'---

fiArNtrs

MUGS

lkll, BASEBALL CAPS

71

0
' 'Ct•
11 '-....,..., T·SHIRTS.,.,, '""
'"'
~
lACms _...., BUMPER SliCKERS PI
. SWSJfSHIRfS
and much, much, mo••···

ina student who wants to be In
command of your own ca!Ut', consl~r

bendka only the Army em offa--a $5000

the Army ijune Corp.. ~·n be crated aa

aitnlna bon1.11, houUn, aiJowanca md 4

a competent prokuional, pen your owo

~paid~,.

patients and rapooslbiUrles COft\IIIII!NUrate

mand of your life. Call }.8()().USA ARM~

Our residents are our
best advertisementHere's why...

• •
on g1v1ng-

JlJ~
Call 568-6127
for information

1:.~----~--------

be well In com-

ARMY tuiSECORPS. •ALL 1011 cAN ••

that keeps

.J.

~~lW~~an Amr, offker, you'D ~ the

find one. But if ycxlre a nun-

--------------,
Give the gift
a subscription
to

with your level cA eZpe.~eact. Aa

Olde Mill
-Village .J

L -- - - -

Amenities Galore
• Pedal on lbc level - no hills 10 climb

or iolerSIMe 10 cross.
• Only four blocks 10 campus.
• Eneqy efficient beat pumps.
• Slain rainlnt wall-co-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basket..ll couru.
• Paved parting~·

• Pre-wired for ldephone.
• 'Thlephone cl cable ouaJcu in each room.
• Deadbolt loeb lOCI door vicwen on

all aparUDcnLs.
• WeD lit~ lot and wallcways.
• Convauent bus service to campus .t
Valley Mall
• Full time Management and maintenance.
• No sliding doors.

·-tiHIGJM~

mw,..,

..,.~-

-Krittin PhiDipt

"I loft Olde MiU•aJocation
- it'e ao dCMC to~':

..."

- •
Patel
" •••the apartments are dean .
and modem. This u a yery aafe

place to lift. .."

-Vanaaa Howard

Ask U~ About Special Spring Setnester Leases
Sttvlt Ace Florts

KJIL.:d by a drunk dmc1
on Marth 23,1993, on Pacific Coast
H1ghway tn \Vrlnungton, Calif

Iryou don't SlOp your rnend
from dnvmg drunk. who wtll?
• Do whatever a takes.
FRIENDS DOtfT LET FRIENDS DRfVE DRUNK.
US~o!l-

.

'

·CALL TODAY
.· 432-9502
Professionally Managed by

Horsley and Constable
Property Management Division
434-1173 or 432-9502

HORSLEY AND

CONSTABlE

......................... ...................

,_.

...

Close to Home\fohn McPherson

(\

j

•

I

1-17

"Now this Is what I call an Ice storm!"

Ted's balloon angioplasty procedure
gets off to a rough start.

(oQ .i TE
!'

ie....a

TH:>SE ~LOWS
~ULD H~v't: CRt'PPLEl?

~

r.JO~fVl~L

fl11i!V.

•I
I •

-

-·

·--· •. •. • • • • • • . I

,

,

,

f

f

'

•

'

••• ,

••• •
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Close to Home\fohn McPherson

r---------- ----- ·------·------- - -----------~ ,
Versimilituclt"\'Brent Coulsofl
U}OULD YoU LIKE
NOW-SMoKING-

oR

NoN -SMOf<ING?

•••
•o

"I think the satelltte dish just blew off the roof."

No Excuses \Coli" Bond

fiRST 'DAY OF CLASSES
AT :fMV ...

,.

oo H YEAH. SlT
NEXI ToM f}

Sooo MANY

WoME~l I Lov£
1HIS Sc.Hoo£..!

6A6Y!

Outer Bounds\ cj Grebb
Rts HI~Hr

HOT

wrr'f

,.-..----~-~---.----.

--

Ceti;$ To
GL~JC .. Rts, GooOSY£.---.._,_
~!ANt> MI'W,. ::t
~
1'M(T' Th& GARLIC.-.

WAS 0£ANt> :I RUU.."(
Ca.rT••vU'\

01/R

1\l~li

R. c.~,- AfTlR"-"ROSl

.

....

.

. . ..

•.:J • !!q~ · J

II

.•

•

••
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FOR RENT
11

..... _, . . , ........

,.,.._dedi. 432.-s

Fumllhed. Unlveralty Court.

,._.,....,..a...

tariWitJune 1. 1185-May 3t. 1880.
SttOQfmo.
8 p.m.

886«Me....,

,...... f'OCiftiiMie - loltnfl ....
The Commona. tumlltMid. ,....~,

584-0477.
8ulllel apt. - 2 l!.f't 887 Walnut
Ln. Han11on1Mg. Wll434·1847
~ echool . . -

Townhoule

lor ..... Aug. I, 't6 11 Ma_y_~1. '118
or JIJiy_ 31, 'De, seeo~mo. (703)574·
0018.1118W meeeega.

. .. VIew Drtw .......... - 5
BRa. tuuniiMd; ........ dllance,

S200·saotmo.: one-par .....
(8115-M18); WIO; (103)4SH50DI.

eel.... Statton a UniYentty
"---3or4~r
Rell

e.... Inc:.

...... - - ...... -Femlla
or male. Maaon StrMl. Next 10
campua. OWn room . Parking.
$18011fto. Cal wftl quesllons. 4337874.
Utllvwllty Piece - 4 BR, WID,
A/C, OW. cofi!Pietety furniShed.
New carp«. n;;w Pllnt. AUOU$t or

June-... S171511R. 432-3979

=

laMe- Furnished, 4 BR.
S&atlon, 3 BR. MadiSon

Squn~

Unlvenlty , _ . - ...... 2-belh
condo. W/0, range, OW. MW.
r.tftQ. lumlltled.......... Aug. 1,
198!. S17518R Includes . .ter.
T...... pey lledlte, phone, alble.
Cel433·70'17.

Two ltlocu tro. JIIU- 4-8R

Mrduood noora, llreptace.
leaH, water furntshed,
Rent from owner I

Aenttna for tall 'II - Houaea,
toanhoulel, ..., JMU, Cal 4332128 efter 5 p.m.

.._. to aulllat- lt....... 232
Cern~. Gl..a locelloni111M-28311
Or•t locattonl 4-BR

hou•• -

SBOilfmo.. 238 cantr.l. 5&'-2838

Fumlahecl apt. - 2 BR, 5·mln.
.... 10 C8fT1lUI, IMIIabla AugUit.
lnctudea heat, water. No pets,

IIIIa - VOid,·1JS Clil wllh Maltier
blndlnQS, Koflach boots, alzt 9,

1325.
e;unglaues, Revo, new,
135. 664-2705

• ---------Cannondale - Mountain bike,
m700, 21· apeed. Call nm, 433·
1347.

needed to .... lnlrWnural gamel.
Flexible hOural AI training
ptOVIded1 Cat1lfted offtcllll
t&'hr.; al o~t~er~am SI!Jtw.

•m

Anf«te ~ a.lll~
.. tax fomlll ~ befofe

Seaeonal
...,aoyuunt
Available as a Whitewater raft
guide In W Va Experience not
required Muat be 19 years old,
have current CPR a llrat ald.
Contact North American River

wv

weeki I dramd:ally luftpfowe
your .......; It wortcs for~
would Ide! Fra......,... & Info
~. nime & pflont.'addre$11
~...,. . . . ..

.,. . .1. .

per monltf ~ect for JMUI
Studlnll ,._1UIIng UAt1 &
lund ~ oallge cottal

(100)1CD-5050
Earn SIOO or unore weekly
IWfllnll erMICpea .. home. Send
IOftil SASE to: Country Living
S~~· M18, P.O. Box
1778,.01
Spmga. LA 70727 •

HELP WANTED

LOST & FOUND
Loal - »e a IUIInl redial cant

CMM

Call JIM at
4M-45111

...._now...,_Eam
UOfldna

FONIII . . . tocu1t1 a... - June 1,
5 BR, 11050/mo. Dey, 433-4218;
ewnngs. ~· -

.,.,....• ...., DOallllle mallna our
clrcul8ra. For lnlo call (202)~
11086.

• IIC5325o&.

RftM1 ....... Holllln, IC5038.

Loet - Llltertan peeaport.
Dropped betwean Hoffman &
WafNn hall. 114254

SERVICES

aiilrta

Wort! prooeulng UrYICM Term
& reaumea
done
I wlttt a last
IUinatOUnd. Cal
108.

South Padre

Florida

Bahamas
SpecW Otoup ,..._ & fiM T,.vell

Sun Splash Tours
Spring br•k '15 -AmeriCa's 11
spring break company! Cancun,
Bahamu, or Florida! t10% lowe$!
price guarantee! Organize 15
friends & travel lreel Call tor our
finalized 1995 party scheduleal
(800}95-8REAK

WANTED

(100)17M3M
Spring .,..., P8nema Cftyt •
Deya, ac..wtew Room With A
Kltdwl, $1211 Walk To Bat
Bars! lncluclal Fra Olecount
c.d WNch W1l Save You $100
On Food~Drif*al

(100)17M3M

Aqride'a Sprint Break
HotllpOtal Coc:oe 8Mc:h (Near
Dleney)- 27-Acnl Deluxe
8eechfront Aeaoft, 7 Nlghta,
$1511 Key Wat. $2211
Oeylona a.ctl Room Wlth
KltcNn From $1~1
(100)87W381
Spring break early spaclalal
Panama Clly, oceanvi8W room with
kitChen & lree bus to bars, $1291
Daytona kitchens. $1591 Cocoa
~~ Key West, $2291

SCiend a--wii~C1n beeUlilul c:abln6
surrounded by Wgin f8Worast & I
gorgeoua beach In eo.ta Rica!
Only a 1t10t1 walk to six poptAar
~We of1er lnexpensfvil
pec:Uges lor all needs! Deep-Sea
or In-Shore Fl&hng. Surfing, DMng
I Hleclng Excurllons.. Cal Troplcal
Watetl rep Pat at ~sot

Imprinted,

Pi Sigma Epsilon
Coed NatJonal Business

Fraternity
Informational meeting
Tonight. Taylor 306, 6 p.m.
ALL MAJORS WELCOME!

(800)42fi.771 0

CMee, • Deye.l27tt lnctudM
12 11ae1a a 1 Free Pardee~ ar-t
Beechee a~ A HUGE
Partyt cancun a Jamelca. 7
...,.._Air & Hoeal From 14211
Sprint Brall Trnel

prlcasl

embloldered sweatshirts. T-shirts,
etc. Engraving. IDOl 433-3734

Jamaica

From$2HI

Free Plltfa, Orlnlca II Food I
lncluclee Altf8re. HotelI

5 p.m. today In Godwin HI•, rm,
213. C8mll drWW'W
JMU 10 &
111a111 ~ C!M or binh Ollllllc:-.1
wll be • mandMDiy meeting
today at 5 p.m. In Taylof Hll, rm.
304. Atrf queelonl, cal 113940.

-;;;;;;;;~t;;-;i;:~);;;::
•IIOilboenl tar . . - 180 esym.

never ridden, a. . .t price. call
Zach, 574-()133 or Ski & SU&a,
433-71101, Ilk tor Ed.

lowest pttce. In USA

Cancun
Know tram 4 ,..,. experlence
Bahamea, Jamaica, CallQun

Lowaat

..,.. ,....- BREAK '95/
0~

Alound

~IOreduceyouruelatltln

1 - VW ldrocco- AIC, sunroof,
~excellent condlllon,
~ 2705
~

GreeU/aube/Athletka - Get the
seMol lhlt you deltMI! Res81\'8
your spring vacallon to South
Padre Island todayl Group
dtScountS l or s i x or morel
(800)838-8203

In olloe, loc:aled below

Stovall Theetnt.

k

AWIIIIIIIIIIMt 1 ~ 111 '} - Jlln. IWtl
free . 2 BR1, houae. St801mo.
574-o400.

s.v..

==-:

1115.2ir'tlt.

~oriUbmlt

Powertul ,..........,~

up to 12.000+/mo.
on
cruiae ships or land~our
oomplnlel. World travel (Hawli,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.).
&enonell ful.tlme ~
avellable.
No
expe ence
~or more Info call

.,...,.. S80Qimo. 433-4051

Cuu I l l I PI le lllrtna - L.ooldng
lor . . . . . . . . . . . tllfio . . twlf.
llllalllt I woutt ... wlltl

~a:.t1~1oo,

F.. •-2apta.., 2or31Ra,12 ·
minute walk, Individual laa111 .
433-0152

4-BR, 2·bath condo - Fully
furnlahed, DfW, W/ 0 , deaka.
dlahea, MW,
TV. Lease.
SitS/person. Available Aug. Ul,
'86.. 432.e305

A53251 .

NOTICE
For unore lullanMIIan end
......... r. . . . . . . . .
lnuaaMa•Man ol III•ICiu'l
bualneea opportun~ttea a
uortl. . . . . . oppartuniCiea.
COUUCt .... ....., BuelnMe
. . . . . Inc., .. (701) M2-M55.

.__Of

Hunter••,.:-:.:• tounhouae A_...
Two tumlltlad 2·
BR suites, bath, living area.
kitchenette. Share full ICIIchen,
WID. Cell Mlchlte, 433-7351 .

TOM.tl ~~~-- Featalu, miiNd.
3 BR, W/0, Madlaon Squ,re.
Auguat. $185. 4:)4.1()40 "'

AIMIIII _ . au,aa,UMint Rll*ta lndUIOy. Earn 10 13.oooM.OOO+Imo.
+
beneflla .
Male/FeiUie. No experience
neceaaary. (208)545,..155, ext.

35

Ceah paid - 50c:c Honda, mini
trail, other mini bikes. 434·1040

PERSONALS
Winter weltlend with frlenda - At
tile Covntry Place. Lodi!ing &
ca mping on the Shenandoah
River. 2:BR chalet with fireplace .
40 m tM' ol JMU; $22!5/Weekend,
S385/Week. (703)7413-4007

College
Handball
Choir
rehearses at Asbury UMC on
Wednesdays. 4: 15 ·5. 15 p.m. (new
time). Transportation provided.
Conlact Laura Douglass, 434·

2836.
Applcatlons to be 1 CARE
(Cempua Auault Response
Helpline) pear auistant for the
' ......'It
helpllne • • available at the
j
Women's Ralourca Canter.
Applications are due no 18ter
than Jan. 27. For more Info, call
Alison 81 x5545.

I

Oat funked up et FlJII VooDoo
Heaven Fr1day Jan 20t

The Center for on-campus
Uvlng presenta:
Everything you need to knOW
about -'"9 oft campua. np.
on algnlng the leaN, security,

uthltlel, nnaponatlon a
choosing a roommate. This half·
hour program could uve you
hundred~ of dollara a houri of
l)eadllcha. Jan. 15, Fredrickaon,
7 p.m.: Jan. 18, McGraw-Long, a
p.m.: Jllf'. 2S. tflllalde, 8 p.m.;
Feb. 1, ~. 7 p.m.; Feb 2,
Logan, 8:30 p.m.; Feb 8,
Cleveland, 7 p.m.; a Feb 15,
Hanaon, 7 p.m. Be ltleral

Pick up the 120,000 check In this
year'a campus telephone directory.
The yellow pages are reinvented &
more fun than ever before! PICk up
your directory at the Center tor Off·
Campus UvlnB (Taylor Hall, rm.
1121 & at the nlvtr$1ty Relallons
Ollfoe II you have not already
received one, & you could be
loaded this spring!

ODK National Leadership
Society applications available at
Info desil. Applicants must have
3.0 GPA & 60 credits Apply by
Jan 261
National recording artiat VooDoo
Heaven. Jan. 20. 11:30 p.m.

OJ, Mullc & Karaoke - Melrose.
l ormala, etc
National OJ

Do us all a favor,

Co111'18Ction, 433.()360
Seeking young, competent,
ettraciJVe male 10 bl1ng excatement
& meaning Must be willing t o
commit lull- time to make
relation&lllp work Clll Jan.ce, 9-5,
M·F, 432·1812.
Opened for Dave Matthewal
VooDoo Heaven II FIJI Jan 20t

Recycle
this

Breeze.

The Breeze news·section wants you • • •
to write creative, innovative things for us.
Come to a meeting and find out What it's all about:
•
• News/Focus meetings are Mondays at 5 p.m. zn

Anthony-Seeger, rm. 12
.

•

Spe~ial

writer's meeting Tuesday, Jan. 24 at
4:30 p.m. ~P.... !be ~r.eeze office.

' I

.....

··-

e
~------------------1
Medium Pizzas
(up to 3 toppings)
&
4 FREE Drinks

I
I
I
I
I
I

1

. 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. Sun.. - Thurs.
11 a.m. - 2 a.m. Fn. - Sat.

1

Cloverleaf Shopping Center

:

.

!433-0606

